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Woman
Search On For Murderer Of Almo
Mrs. Louise Dixon Found
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

lot

Kentucky

New National Health
Care Plan Proposed
By President Today

Dead Yesterday Afternoon

returning to the home from
school.
Mrs. Louise Dixon, age 28, was
found by her daughter, Diana,
face down on a bedroom floor of
Fellow says he saw where the
the frame home, located apanemia, the latter an inherited
-Pres(UPI)
WASHINGTON
U.
Census Bureau estimates the
exclusively
almost
proximately 21s miles east of
found
disease
a
proposed
S. median age will increase from ident Nixon today
Negroes.
Almo Heights.
in
strategy for
•
Open House Featuring
27.6 today to 30 by 1985. This may comprehensive
Nixon said his program was
Mrs. Dixon, the wife of James
would
that
care
health
national
since
says,
he
pose a problem,
"one in which the public and
died of a gunshot wound in
Dixon,
proHandicrafts
to
Persian
employers
American women will never require all
join
would
sectors
private
the
head
according to County
the
permit their median age to rise vide minimum health insurance in a new partnership to provide
Coroner Max Churchill.
Be
Held
On
To
Friday
families.
.11.111111...
their
and
workers
to
29.
above
Authorities questioned several
to adequate health insurance for
plan, presented
The
people."
a
American
featuring
house
the
open
An
about the death last night
people
message,
Driving in to the driveway Congress in a special
Under the Nixon proposal, all
display of Persian handicrafts and the investigation by County
yesterday evening, five Squirrels also would scrap portions of the employers would be required to
will be held in the library at Sheriff Clyde Steele and his staff
were gathered about the bird Medicaid program of health guarantee that all workers and
Murray State University from 2 was continuing today. No arrests
and
poor,
feeder. The birds did not seem to insurance for the
their families received health
to 5 p.m. Friday.
have been made.
mind however. We may have to substitute a federally financed insurance that would cover
Owned by university students The coroner placed the time of
_poor-family
administered
and.
go down to Edwin Thurmond's
hospital - services, physic'
return Iran, the item in -the death at''lie tieeen TI Lit-17and IT.
place and get a bag of ear corn. health insurance plan.
both in and out of the
services
-exhibit include antique jewelry, noon" yesterday.
the
The federal portion of
hospital, full maternity care,
rugs,- tapestries, metal work, Mr. Dixon is employed at
J. C. Penny died last Friday at program would provide free baby care ineltItiing immunizaHundreds sif
411 U.S. Army helicopters dot the airstrips at
FOGBOUND CHOPPE
coats, minatures, and Walker's Cars, Inesson the Hazel
sheepskin
of
families
to
insurance
the age of 95. He was a Missouri health
or fog to-life before taking off to aid South Vietnamese
Khe Sanh as they w
and
services
laboratory
tions,
design's -of wood: higffivi7,irid-iiasarivork at"the kataree-small
than
,
.
farmer's son who rose to become four with incomes of less
troops fighting in Laos..
certain other medical expenses.
ivory, silver and gold.
time. Mrs. Dixon was a part-time
a
provide
and
year,
per
$3,000
mergreatest
the
of
one
Miss Ann Herron, associate employee of the National Hotel.
premium
of
schedule
graduated
chandisers the history of
director of libraries, said the On the scene investigation was
America. "I don't believe in charges up to income levels of
open house has been planned in carried out last night by Sheriff
luck" Penney once said, "but if $5,000.
response to the interest shown Steele and his- deputies, county you put a "p"jn front of it, that's The two proposals were-the
the month the handicrafts detective Dale Spann, County
during
"national
a
of
main features
different".
have been on exhibit. She em- Judge Robert 0. Miller, County
health insurance partnership"
Funeral services for Mrs. phasized that students, faculty, Attorney Sid Easley and County
near
Penney was a nondrinking, non which Nixon said would carry
By BERT W. OKULEY t etails of the situation
any
prevent
Walker Steindorf of staff and townspeople are invited Jailer Wimpy Jones.
to
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pledge
smoker and he worked at his out his
Fire Base Scotch, 10 miles
UPI
(
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to attend.
)-Commifiget
Several friends and relatives of
going
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at
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medical
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without
up
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had
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fighting
95.
was past
house to offer assistance to the family and
in than to say the
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more
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active direction of the company. of inability to pay.
Laos and across the subsided. Reports earlier said Funeral Home with Bro. Henry meet visitors and to answer the authorities.
in
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get
low-bud
The President's
of
"My eyesight is impaired, but not
border in South Vietnam, where more than a company
questions about their country, The body is at the Max H.
proposals also would:
my vision", he said.
reinforcements had been rushed Hargis officiating. Burial will be which is planning a celebration in Churchill Funeral Home and
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fighting
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family, and military authorities.
the loss of an Air Force F4
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Progress is wonderful, we guess, but man
can only stand so much of it. Consider the
suggestion two economics professors have made
for improving things.
What they want to do is abandon the April 15
date for filing federal—and perhaps even state—
income tax returns. They point out that it is
inefficient for everyone to file during the same
three months: That just overloads the Internal
Revenue Service at one season while
presu.m_ably.le
:
ay
.ingathgut,enough wk to du
the rest of the time. Why not, they ask, spread
the 70 million returns more evenly over the
months?
A -simple way- to handle it, "they suggest;
would be for each person to file on his birthday.
But we wonder. Apart from the problem that
would raise with husbands wives with different
birthdays but joint returns, and the confusion it
would bring to banks and businesses that already
have enough trouble issuing the proper forms
once a year, there is the psychological impact of
it.
After all, for far too many of us who are a bit
beyond the bloom of youth, birthdays are painful
enough already. This is one bit of progress we'll
do without, thank you just the same professors.—
Charlotte ( N. C.) News

DANGER! FALLING ROCK! — Divers search for three railwaymen after a Canadian National Railways freight train struck a rockslide and plunged 200 feet down
a cliff into the Fraser River near Boston R;i1., B C

Crime in Britain and in United States
•

•

•

Varied Conditions Have Influence
EDITOR'S NOTE—This is tht
last of two articles.

By FRANK DATNOW

Central Press Associatoml
DC—enr...rettittLONDON. England- It ma,:
come as a surprise to Americans but there are big „differences in conditions wrrtett=influ--ence crrirretere in Ertgfflf"and
in the United States.•
For one thing, narcotic addicts don't figure Significantly
in the commission of hold-ups
or burgtaries In England. While
there has been a rise in the use
of dope in this country, drug
addiction is nowhere near the
problem it is in American cities.
In England, _drug users may,
under liberal conditions, legally
buy narcotics to satisfy their
need.
London law enforcement offis
cials_also concede the' have no
problem with self-styled revolutionary or so-called urban
guerrillas. These militants in
The U.S., of course, have been
responsible for bombings, arson
New Scotland Yard's highly autempted "Information Room."
attacks on private and public
there's almost necciVe-stion
buildings and shootouts with po- only police wipa:arm firsii Y
qualified Mailuntien under spe- that gunfire would have been
nce. -- • • 0'
cific orders fifnes a senior potion: ,,achanged. As it was, the robbar held his fire..
THE SINGLE big advantage °Moat':
that British lawmen have, howEven so this is a radical de"He knew that the police offiMrs. Lottie Jewell, age 79, died last night-at her home, 519 Pine ever, is that firearms are ex- parture frOM past peicticea cer copk1 do nothing to him and
tremely hard to get. Guns may when London police received no would de; nothing," later exStreet, Murray.
be possessed only for sport and training at all with weapons.
In basketball games Murray High beat Wingo 77 to 60 and
plained a Scotland Yard official.
owners must receive police cer•
•
, With the gunman's nodded apCalloway won over Murray College High 51 to 47.
tificates.
"IF POLICE ;ire not armed proval, the policeman shooed
SFC (E7) and Mrs. James E. Poole of Taego, Korea, are the
Curiously., too,
parents of a son, James Allen, born January 26 at the Seoul England still dopolicemen in there is no provocation for a • frightened citizens out of the
not carry criminal to be aimed,- explains I way and wheeled it baby in a
Military Hospital. Mrs. Poole is the former Ila Faye Hurt of
weapons other than clubs. A a Metropolitan Police spokes- ! buggy to safety.
Murray.
gradual rise in the criminal man.
The g u n ni e n successfully
use of guns, mostly shotguns.
Mrs.0. C. Wells presented the program on "The History of the
A few weeks ago, eight men +Mride their getaway but London
has lead to a program to trAn held up a North London bank.
Woman's Club" at the meeting of the Home Department of the
tfficials were satisfied that no
some London poltoce officers in Several were armed with shotMurray Woman's Club.
one hid been endangered by a
handling guns.
guns. One such gunman was furious gunfight which certainEven so, their use is tightly pouted outside the bank as. his ly would
have taken place had
controlled. Mainly weapons are accomplices worked inside. At armed police
converged on the
authorized to be used only if that moment, a London POI( e- scene.
a known criminal who is armed man, hearing the commotieri.
is endangering others. And, tin- ran up.
der present ground rules. the
If this had happened in the
LEDGZIL•TIMMS FILE

Tem Yews Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

What the nature of the mental illnesses is, their extent, and
how they affect people are
questions that concern everyone
at some point or other in his
lifetime.
Most know that mental disorders are widely prevalent, but
may not realize their real extent, which make them one of
the major, if not the major,
public and individual health
problems of the Nation.
It has been estimated that
about 1 in every 10 persons in
the United States suffers from
a mental or emotional disturbance.
But we do not have precise
because the
figures, partly
mental
between
boundaries
health and illness are as yet
dimly defined—and partly because many people with emotional disorders do not seek
treatment.
When it comes to the number of people actually treated
each year for mental illnesses,
we are on firmer ground; and
the number of these is figured
at around 3 million persons.
Far from all of these, of course,
are hospitalized, but are treated
• -iwernemailwistaniNkfltertisiissia,
or the office of a private practitioner.
For the individual or family
concerned with mental illness
directlyy however, the nature
and kinds of mental illnesses
are far more important than the
' grave statistics of their extent.
Mental disorders can be classified under four major headngs: psychoses, neuroses, personality or character disorders,
and psychosomatic diseases.
Psychoses, which are usually
what are.-referred to when the
old term "insanity" is used, are
generally characterized by
strange feelings and behavior
and a distortion of reality. This
may be minor or so exteerne
that it becomes schizophrenia,-the most common of the severe
forms of psychoses.
Neuroses are less severe emotional disturbances, although in
some cases thinking and judgment may be impaired. Neurotics may be continually bothered
by feelings of artillery or depression.
Character or personality disorders are difficulties in adjustment that show themselves in
the kind of disturbed behavior
that is seen in the drug addict.
the chronic alcoholic, or the
delinquent.
Psychosomatic diseases are
ailments whose symptoms are
primarily physical, but which
may have a huge emotional
component. Included among
these are asthma, peptic ulcer,
colitis, hypertension. and certain kinds of arthritis.
More information on the
'kinds of mental illness, facilities for treatment, research.
chances for recovery, and what
the average citizen can do about
mental illness is brought out in
a recently revised booklet for
the public. "What is Mental Illness," Public Health Service
Publication No. 505. available
for 10¢ from the U.S.' Government Printing Office, Washington. D.C. 20402.
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dissent are regrouping," Spear
and Staff warns. The company
also says future rallies may be
tempered since
the cash
positions of many mutual funds'
NEW
YORK
i UPIiTtie"have
—
been worked down tii•
stock market surge since May contingency levels." However,,
has been one of the greatest the firm expects
more public:
rebounds in contemporary his- participation and says
the
tory—one which "certainly does market is "no
overvalued."
not indicate moderation," according to the International
Investors should "allow" for
Statistical Bureau. The huge a technical
correction "at
volume, it adds, is a "clear almost
any time," Standard &
indication moderation is not,
Poor's Corporational advises.
being practiced." While the
bureau urges moderation, it Concei;ably, any action to
also stresses that it is still limit trading hours as an
expedient for coping with the
"optimistic"
and
is
"not
emphasizing the possibility of a surge of paper work Could
excuse for
as an
protracted drastic decline in serve
. temporary hesitation," the
L he. stock market."' . • ,
cothpany 'says. But S&P odds
that "sizable" amounts of funds
The Dines Letter regards the'
.
waiting on the sidelines should
current high volume as "ex"backstop any correction before
ceedingly bullish." The compagoes very far."
ny says the volume is "quite it
different from the climactic
binge found at important
market crescendoes." Dines
iescribes the current activity as
/Parip
,
-absorptive," applicable to
Open i pm Nnely plus 1 pm.
"people desperately anxious to
Saturday and Sunday get out even" after suffering
through the 1967 crash.
Ad m.: 1.75 &

CAPP I

.75 for "Dolly".•
Tonite
thru Tue.
...,

The Almanac

By United Press International
the National Federation of InToday is Thursday, Feb. 18,
dependent Business on matters of
the 49th day of 1971.
Oscar Barnes,age 62, died February 16 at the Murray Hospital.
tariffs traditionally found the
The moon is in its last
A project has been started by Calloway County Post 5638 of the
It has often been said that what them.
independent businessmen opting
quarter.
Veterans of Foreign Wars and the Ledger SE Times of having
is one man's meat is another
Asked if they feel that import
for higher tariffs by heavy
The
morning
stars
are
persons who will donate blood to register at the Ledger & Times.
man's poison.
quotas should be adjusted up- majorities.
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Dr. L. E. Smith, executive secretary of the Kentucky TuberPROCLAMATION
This is apparently true insofar ward, 9 percent say yes, 27
time, however, three
that
Since
culosis Association, was the speaker at the meeting of the Home
WHEREAS, the 21st Annual Jupiter.
as the impact of imports on the percent say they should be
factors appear to have changed
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
20e Utile/ Ks IllS0115
Observance of National Beauty The evening star is Saturn.
nation's independent and smaller lowered, and the balance vote for
this viewpoint.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is 'The Jackie Robinson Story"
Salon Week will be held during Those born on this day are BARRIUI
businessmen. The new 1971 no change in the present set-up
WALTER
1. A substantial number of
starring Jackie Robinson, "The Pride of Brooklyn" as himself.
continuous field survey of the . On the question of raising or independent enterprises are the week of February 14 by more under the sign of Aquarius.
STREISAND • MATTRAD
On
this
day
in
history:
than
60,000 members of the
-144-•
National Federation of In- lowering tarriffs there is a more
solely engaged in selling im- National
Hairdressers and In 1861 Jefferson Davis was
'dependent Business is probing' pronounced difference of opinion
.
ported merchandise, especially
sworn
into office as President
Cosmetologists Association, the
into this area asking, "How have with 33 percent saying they
automotive
and
allied
the
in
professional society that is of the Confederate States of
DOLLICAliri
imports affected your business?" should be raised, 5 percent voting
fields.
America at Montgomery, Ala.
celebrating its Golden An- Am
The first returns, covering to lower them, but the balance
2. The distribution cost squeeze niversary thig
In
1930
the
planet Pluto was
year; and
respondents for the month of stating that no change is
at 7:10 & 9:45 ..
has resulted in many of the
WHEREAS, the members of observed by astronomer Clyde
January show 11 percent
Saying, The Lord !with: and the Lord bath not sent them.manufacturers
either
rawirairaffIlliargilliairial
necessary.
domestic
Tombaugh
at
the
Lovell
Obserthis
organization in our comreporting imports have helped
Ezekiel 13:6.
These results are reflecting a being reluctant, or refusing to munity,as well as
throughout our vatory in Flagstaff, Ariz.
their business, 15 percent say
Nothing has hurt God's cause more than ministerial bluffing
change in the viewpoint of in- handle small orders while the country
,
are
dedicated
to the In 1967 nuclear physicist
they
have
hurt
their business, dependent businessmen
Distance from God has dulled their sensitivity. We need prophet
on importers continue to scramble highest standards of
Robert
JUL
Oppenheimer
T tiEAT RE
died
at.
the
professional
and the vast maftrity, 74 percent
who dare to be silent instead of saying nothing.
tarriffs over the past 10 years. for sales, regardless of the size of
sge of 62 at Princeton, N. J. '
ty care; and
report imports have not affected
Prior to that time, polls taken
orders.
Tonite thru Tue..,
1969
Arab
terrorists
EREAS.these hairdressers In
_
3. Part of the prevailing sen- and
attacked
an
Israeli
airliner
at
cosmetologists
are con,--.••••"'"--timent in the past has been a
the
airport
in
Zurich,
S
FL4ITs,
tinuing their public service
LOUIS SAYS HELLO TO 'DOLLY'
feeling that the jobs of American
111
program of aiding the mental land. Six persons were woundA.
workers should be protected, but
ed.
and physical well-being
of
(hie to what is considered ex- thousands of our
countrymen and A thought for today: Henry
cessively high union wage set- women
by Carl Riblet Jr.
An Ingo Prerninger Production
throughout
our land by Wadsworth Longfellow said,
tlements, the independent
A man cannot lawfully pack a pistol or punch
Color by DE LUXE•
I
providing beauty care to women "Give what you have. To
businessmen's sentiment in this
Panavision'
confined to homes for the aged, someone, it may be better than
anybody in the nose. Therefore, he is defenseless.
somewhat
been
have
area
hospitals, and similar in- you dare think."
On the other hand, a woman carried her weapons
alienated.
stitutions; now
concealed on her, and she can use them to frighten,
THEREFORE,I, Holmes Ellis,
intimidate, punish and execute a coup de grace
Mayor of the City of Murray,
without, fear of going to jail.
Kentucky, do hereby proclaim
"I'nder the law, men and women are treated
SST HEARING MARCH 30TH February 14-20, 1971 as "National
WASHINGTON ( UPI) —The Beauty Salon Week" and call it to
exactly
41,111;1461 recoloim lit
,;Vit\AJC‘11 Cfrieillt`OlV,;\ it
Senate Appropriations Commit- the attention of all citizens as a
that
except
alike,
women are treated less exactly."
tee has announced it will hold week in which to give special
Shows cont. from 3:30
—Dictionary of Opinions
Shows at 7. 15 & 915
hearings March 4-5 on the consideration
to
the
controversial cosmetologists of our coin
the
of
future
PURR-FECFLY
Columbia Pictures
-0.
.„". WONDERFUL
SgT) niunity, acknowledging _, the.
transport
wipersonic
answer %ilia:: lw'What is the
ALL HEART
-. FON, -... .
jetliner.
VALENTINE. Neb. ( UPI 1— biggest Valentine in
high sense of public respon
"BOB AND CAROL
the
Chairman Allen A. Ellender, sibility, and their dedication to
Jim Milne of Winnipeg, Manico- world?"
TED AND AlICE",_,
)
said he wanted the providing the best possible
tti+. spent the weekend in His answer: Valentine, Neb."
rt
,
,,
..,
Senate to be "fully informed" beauty care for all women.
Valentine taking in the festiviSTARRING
..,.
pleletlisr
4:,
-.
the project, the funding IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
,about
ties surrounding the feast day NEW BILL
C
Natalie Wood,
whicti will expire March 30. have hereunto set my hand and
BOSTON (UPI l—The Massaof the town's narnesaite
Cannon
FK, won the trip in a chusetts House"of Represents LOUIS' ARMSTRONG AND BARBARA STREISAND ARE I ongress must decide whether caused the Seal of the City of
the Murray, Kentucky, to be affixed
financing
continue
Canadian radio station's con- lives passed a bill Tuesday SHOWN IN A "SCF:NE FROM "HELLO, DOLLY!". THE
Sat
ACADEMY AWARD WINNING MUSICAL SHOWING TODAN tevelopment of prototypes of Oils 15th day of February, 1971
prohibiting the exhibition of
test
•
THRU
TUF.SDAY
CAPRI
AT
THE
THEATRE.
albino
airplane
.he
persons in the state.
The quest ton he had to
Ifolines Ellis, Mayor of the city of
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Seattle Tops Portland In
NBA Action Wednesday Night

Morehead In Better Frame Of
Mind lifferAistin Peay Win

By United Press International._Phiaulalona_ Use 76ers. lad 108.
a
Maybe the Seattle SuperSo= 106 with four minutes remainin Saturday night's
featured
nics really, don't need SPealaftc-ing-iribea-don McGlocklin bit on MOREEIEAD, Ky.—"This heavily favored but our
to
preliminary
better
a
in
us
puts
conceding
definitely
aren't
Dandridge
much.
youngsters
that
layup
and Bobby
Haywood
Haywood, the controversial converted a three-point play to frame of mind for the Western anything," the second-year head game.
Coach Jack Black sends his
game."
coach added. "We plan to give
star who caused a storm at boost the Bucks in front,
high scoring Little Eagles
protest when he jumped the John Havlicek had 28 points Morehead State University them a battle."
at
Denver Rockets of the rivallind Jo Jo White added 24 as Head Basketball Coach Bill Morehead State is 3-3 in home against Southeastern Christian
5:30 p.m. in a newly-scheduled
the Harrell smiled as he talked of his appearances this year.
past
American Basketball Associa- Boston stormed
game. The MSU frosh include
tion to sign with the NBA,Warriors. The Celtics held a 44- Eagles' impressive 103-77
high school standouts
former
diefikustin
victory
night
1:Wii
1
Monday
iiii
All-OVC forward
Sonics, was benched Wednesday point lead at one point in the
Johnson
Peay at Clarksville, Tenn.
tallied 31 points Monday night to Howard Wallen of
by a court ruling. NBA teams fourth quarter.
The win was MSU's fifth move within one point of seventh Central, Leonard Coulter of
Suns' Season High
protested Haywood's signing
since his class at the University Clem Haskins' 29 points against 15 losses and first in nine position on MSU's all-time Danville, Eugene Lyons of Johns
Creek, Bill Dotson of Hazel
yet helped Phoenix record its Ohio Valley Conference games:It scoring list.
not
of
has
Detroit
graduated,
biggest scoring output of the snapped a three-game losing The 6-8 senior from Ashland Green, Lowell Ashby of Shelby
of
Dick Snyder picked up the season in the Suns' triumph streak and gave the Eagles a 1-1 Fairview has 1-048 career points County and John Stacy
slack Wednesday night, howev- over Cincinnati. Charlie Paulli split in their last road trip of the with five games left to play. Breathitt County.
er, scoring 25 points to rally the led the Royals with 27 points. season. Murray's Racers won 'seventh place currently is held
PACKERS ADD STAFF
Soncs to a 130-126 victory over Tom Boerwinkle and Chet Saturday night's game at by Willie (Hobo) Jackson with
GREEN BAY, Wis. (UP!)—
89-78.
the Portland Trail Blazer*. Walcer scored all nine Chicago Murray,
1,049 points in three varsity
Green Bay Packers head coach
2 minutes "We've played only six of our seasons.
1
Portland, which won five of its is 'its over the last 3/
Dan Devine added a • fifth
six previous games, led 120-119 a s the Bulls beat Cleveland to 20 games at home so far and Day, who played only 10 times
to his staff Wednesassistant
back
get
to
anxious
really
we're
late in the game when Snyder niove within a half-game of
and scored only 20 points as a
he named Burt
hit a free throw and a field goal second place Detroit in the an our court again," Harrell said. sophomore, took eighth position day when
Gustafson as linebacker coach.
-ranked
nationally
Western's
He
Murray.
at
night
to put Seattle ahead to stay.
Saturday
Love's
'Midwest Division. Bob
was a defensive
Don Kojis added 22 Cf-Arits for 30 points were high for Chicago. Hilltoppers provide the first scored 18 points to run his total to Gustafson
backfield coach at Wyoming for
Seattle while rookie Geoff John Johnson had 30 for the Dpposition in a five-game,season- 1,017 before the Austin Peay
closing home stand for MSU. The game. Dropping to ninth was nine years.
Petrie led the Blazers with 26. Cavaliers:
p.m. Saturday clash is ex- Warren Cooper's 1,011. Cooper is
7:30
Other NBA Games
Bob Kauffman scored 24
Laughlin head basketball coach at Rowan BOBSLED TRIALS
to jam
In other NBA action, Mil- points and Mike Davis had n, pected
County High School in Morehead. LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (UPI)
waukee downed Philadelphia including a pair of free throws Fieldhouse.
.
—James Hickey, an Air Froce
earlier
the
won
Western
Day is averaging 24.9 points
119,114, Boston crushed San with two seconds left, to help
from Keene Valley.
sergeant
at
85-63
season,
this
meeting
and 14 rebounds.
Francisco 129-99, Phoenix the Braves stop Baltimore.
N.Y., piloted
a
four-man
++ +
swamped Cincinnati 133-147, KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UP!)— Bowling Green, but All-American
a one minute, 04.99
to
bobsled
10
to
was
held
carneaenrie.ls
choiCe:ojifitlhisMc
unbeaten
freshmen,
Eagle
The
Chicago beat Cleveland 109-104. Elmo Wright, the Kansas 9ty
points, the lowest scoring effort in 11 starts before this week's second clocking Wednesday in
and Buffalo edged past Bath- Chiefs' No. I draft
trials
for
this
weekend's
.
more
_ games with Transylvania's and
nde. rwent surgery Wednesday
LifesteraLhaYLIXS.as_genats_.*AioF_ywrsitiew will he _Kripedy_garaes. The resiDlior
_
twireornurto...tr,
soored 41 poin
the mile-long run is 1:04-.62.
doubt will be
team and no
knee.
as the Bucks rallied to beat

By United Press International
Diego Padres sent infielder Van Atlanta and will report to the
Boston's Carl Yatrzemski
Kelly to the Atlanta Braves' Richmond affiliate.
became the highest paid player
And Denny McLain, drew
Richmond, Va., farm club for
in the American League and
praise from his new manager
pitcher Chuck Westerhouse.
Wedriesof
all
baseball
possibly
Ted Williams of the Washington
Mel Stottlemyre
dy and
A pair of familiar pitching Senators.
retained his status as the
McLain was the first Senator
names were also in the news
highest paid New York Yankee.
practice.
batting
pitch
training to
the
spring
from
Yastrzemski signed a threeWilliams commented, "No one
headquarters.
year contract for an estimated
asked him to pitch but he's
Pedro And Denny
$150,000 per year and StottleVeteran Pedro Ramos, the 35- anxious to get started and
myre followed suit by accepting
year old right-hander who that's good. I just hope he
a slight raise to an estimated
pitched with five major clubs inf doesn't get carried away and do
$70,000 from the Yanks despite
5 seasons, signed a contract with too much too soon."
a disappointing 15-13 record last
year.
"I'm very happy with the
contract and wouldn't have
signed for three years unless I
got what I wanted," said
Yastrzemski to a three-year
(leg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
Ya trzernski, who missed his
no
contract and although
By MILTON RICHMAN
bid for a fourth American
figures were given $140,000 a
UPI Sports Writer
League batting championship
YORK (UPI)—Bob year is a good guess.
NEW
last year when California's Alex
Howsam, Cincinnati's general "We think he's probably the
Johnson edged him by .0003.
me of highest paid in the American
manager, reminds
Other Signings
600.
famous
League," O'Connell said.
Tennyson's
Los
the
signings,
In other
Not the majors though?
You remember what they
Angeles adodgers announce
that outfielder Manny Mote and saw when they rode into the "I don't know about the
National League," said the Red
pitcher Jim Flynn agreed to Valley of Death, don'tcha?
terms leaving only four players "...Cannon to the right of Sox general manager. "Yaz and
including shortstop Maury Wills them ... Cannon to the left of I were talking a couple of
them .. Cannon in front of weeks ago and the subject of
among the unsigned.
the highest paid player in the
. _The _Kansas QLtyRoyals them
iiiittrmiin
announced that veteran pitchers Howsam gets
he
Dave Morehead and Wally that same general panorama told him with his ability,
can
I
'I
hope
said
He
be
should
now.
and
terms
Bunker had come to
pitcher Casey Cox signed with Johnny Bench, his catcher, is
Yastrzemski and O'Connell
right over the horizon talking
the Washington Senators.
In a minor trade, the San about $500,000 for three years; talked for an hour or so
Pete Rose, his rightfielder, Tuesday and Wednesday's seswants $250,000 for two, and sion was rather anti-climactic.
Tony Perez, his third baseman, It went easier than some other
is ready to settle cheap. He'll negotiations will in the next few
weeks.
take $100,000 for one year.
Don't be shocked if some
SalaryDemandsSpiraling
Bob Howsam doesn't rattle ballplayers decide. to stay out
easily. No matter how rough maybe a month or more into
things get he has a way of the season. Don't be shocked
smiling through, keeping his either if the general managers
By United Press International cool and advancing half a decide to let 'em. Times have
Maybe Al Bianchi should play league, half a league, half a changed. Everybody's much
his substitutes all the time.
league onward. He doesn't more permissive. That is the
The Virginia Squires' coach panic. There's really no reason proper wordl isn't it?
may have lost to the New York to. Chief Bender, the Reds'
Nets, 128-120, Wednesday night, Player
Director, YACHT RACE
Personnel
but it wasn't the fault of the hendles the contracts.
RIO DE JANEIRO (UPD—
reserves.
That doesn't mean Howsam Albatros II, a South African
Bianchi replaced all five of doesn't know about all those sloop, will be ,officially declared
Ps- starters when the Squires heavy cannon around him. He the winner today of the Cape
fell behind by 14 points in the sat
Town to Rio De Janeiro yacht
his
at
final quarter and the second desk
Lopez race. The sloop finished ahead
Al
at
stringers responded by closing Field in Tampa, Fla., Wednes- of the class III armada with a
the gap to six points just before day and talked about the same corrected time of 22 days, one
the game ended.
thing all the other general hour and 33 minutes.
In the only other American managers are talking about —
Basketball Association game spiraling salary demands.
Carolina
Wednesday
played
"The rule of the Cincinnati
rallied to beat Texas 116-111.
organization is not to discuss
Rick Barry and Bill Melchion- contracts except with the
ni scored 27 points apiece for player, or with him and his
the hot-shooting Nets, who representative," Howsam said.
NBA Standings
made 61 per cent of their shots "We're going to do what we ByLnitedPressInternational
from the floor.
think is fair. We'll even bend a
Atlantic Division
Carolina put five players in little _backwards to pay the
W. L. Pct. GB
double figures including Joe players what they earn, but New York
41 25 .621 ...
the
as
points
24
Caldwell's
we're not going to be pushed Philadelphia
27 28 .569 3,2
Cougars battled back from a into an unsound position by any Boston
36 30 .545 5
three-point deficit over the last player with regard to his Buffalo
19 48 .284 2242
five minutes.
contract. After all, we have a
Central Division
had
who
For the Chapparals,
whole organization to think of."
W. L. Pct. GB
seven men in double figures,
Quick -Settlement
35 28 .556 ...
Baltimore
the loss dropped them further
Not so far from where Cincinnati
25 40 .385 11
Division
Western
the
Into
Howsam was talking about Atlanta
24 41 .369 12
cellar.
Bench in btampa, Dick O'Con Cleveland
11 57 .162 26'1
Virginia's victory lifted the nell, the Boston general manaMidwest Division
idle
over
games
2
/
91
to
Squires
ger, was talking about Carl
W. L. Pct. GB
Eastern Yastrzemski in Winter Haven.
the
in
Kentucky
53 11 .828 ...
Milwaukee
Division.
O'Connell had just signed Detroit
39 23 .629 13
40 25 .615 13's
Chicago
40 26 .606 14
Phoenix
Pacific Division
W. L. Pat. GB
38 24 .613 ...
Los Angeles
San Francisno 34 32 .515 6
2
/
29 36 .446 .01
Seattle
29 37 .439 11
San Diego
22 41 .349 16,),2
Clambake and the riawaiian Portland
By JOE ST. AMANT
9 pen. His top money-winning
Wednesday's Results
TUCSON, Ariz. (UP!)—Lee
tal is $72,933, more than Buffalo 118J3altimisce 114
'Trevino takes off after his third $12,000 better than the No. 2 Chicago 109 Cleveland 104
straight Tucson Open title man, Miller Barber who has Milwaukee 119 Philadelphia 114
today but he's got a lot of $60,090.
Phoenix 133 Cincinnati 117
competition from such highOnly Arnold Palmer among Boston 129 San Francisco 99
the
riding pros as Tom Shaw,
1971 winners chose to pass up Seattle 130 Portland 126
year's leading money-winner, this $110,000 tournament, which (Only games scheduledj
Bob Lunn, George barcher and runs through Sunday in the
Thursday's Games
Julius Boros.
New York at San Diego
normal course of 72 holes.
Trevino was the top moneyPalmer moved into the No. 3 Los Angeles at Portland
man of. the year in 1970 but in money-spot with $56,162 when (Only games scheduled
the six tournaments to date this he beat Ray Floyd on the first
year... has fared poorly. He extra hole of a sudden-death
ABA Standings
withdrew from - two of them playoff to take the Bob Hope
Press International
United
By
family.
his
in
because of illness
Deseril Classic last Sunday.
East
here
are
Floyd
He may make his big comeback
and
Barber
W. L. Pct GB
Tucson
36-36-72
the
par
of
winner
the
on
along with Lunn,
43 20 .683
Virginia
third
A
Course.
National Golf
Glen Campbell Las Angeles Kentucky
34
30 531 91
2
/
without
straight -win woud be
Open, first event of the year, New York
Z9 34 460 14
:precedent and the odds, of and George Archer, who won Carolina
28 35 444 15
course, are against it.
the Andy Williams San Diego Floridians
28 39 418 17
Tucson
the
A rainstorm hit
Open. Barber won the Phoenix Pittsburgh
26 39 400 18
the
and
Wednesday
area
Open.
West
opening
today's
the
for
forecast
Boros, who has gone over
W. L. Pct. GA
_round watt partly cloudy with a 50-mark agekise, can not be
42 -20 177 ...
Utah10 per cent chance of rain. counted out of contention and
39 21 .650 2
Indiana
expected
also
hot,
are
this
winds
Gusty
seems to thrive in
36 29 .554 762
Memphis
the
in
factor
•
and could prove a
desert climate.
23 39 .371 19
Reaper
picturesque
a
scoring The high temperature
is
course
The
20 42 .323,22
Texas
but
degraes
69
was
brown
a
Wednesday
one—an oasis against
Wednesday's Results
todah
for
high
barren-looking
of
the predicted
backdrop
New York 128 Virginia lp
was only 60.
• mountaiht. It has four water Carolina 116 Texas Ill
ear-old Orego- holes but its fairways are wide
Shaw, the
Only games scheduled)
nian. has won two of the six and accommodating The longNo Games Today)
.
1971 tournaments - the Crosby hitters love it here.

Today's Sports Parade
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KENTUCKY

Subs Might
Help S_quires
To Win More

LANTERN
Ideal for the young camper.
This model is lightweight
and has 3 3/5 Pint capac ty
_
,‘ • =

-

1 2T95
Coleman,

Pro Cage
Standings

Coleman Camp Stove
With finger flip lock and lid
lifter. Stainless Steel burners instantly distribute heat
evenly.

Two burner stove with 21/a
pint fuel capacity makes
cooking a breeze'at your
camps ight.
MODEL 425E-499

resistant
heat
With
Pyrex globe that work
like a flood light to
give a 100' circle of
light MODEL 22Cnln

K Reg. 15.95

Sportster Stove
BAKES ANYTHING
PIES, CAKES, IISCUITS. FROZEN FOODS
Bakes evenly, just like at home.
Comes complete with thermometer.

Sportster Cook Kit
• 2 Qt. Saucepan
* 6" Fry Pan
• Lightweight
Aluminum

Folds flat—flips open al

All the quality and dependability of a full size stove,
yet compact, and lights at
zero or below!

e touch

of a finger. Large
convenient sidehinged door.

Trevino Takes Off After
Third Tucson Open Today

Easy•pour shoal
der spout At
filched 'tiptop
cap can't get
lost Bail hen
die Wiliesi.
for
keeping
beverages
Icy cold'

28 qt. capacity with
recessed handle and
opener, In
bottle
green, red and beige.
handle.
to
Easy
Approx. 12 lbs.

NEW
snow-lite.

6,5

1 PI
MODEL 5502B

395

MODEL
5506B

Special Value
Ruff n' Tuff Bag
•

Big 33x75" of warm
comfort with
of Polyester filling
talon
Jam-proof
zipper 1

88

Big gallon can of fuel for
• Gasoline Stoves
• Lanterns
• Catalytic Heaters

88c

Big K Reg. 1.22

ill

Providas largest usable storage
specs in its pric• and ems clams
Ur•thros• ineulalion Nolds this
cold longssr permits reduced ice
loads Features one-pisice poly•
•thylenis construction, elevated
lid. risc•suld carrying Sandhi..
toggle top hitches. 38 QI c•pa,
City

MODEL 5285-70011.95

JUGS

UNIKATABLE for keeping beverages
frosty cold, Fast Flo Faucet inner id
Cup

POLY-LITE
COOLER

MODEL

Youth Sleeping Bag
Brown broadcloth outer cover with
100% flannel lining. Big 35t72"
size with heavy duty 66" talon
zipper MODEL 8120-65

Warm 4 lb. filling of Dacron
with soil resistant cover
Lining is warm flannel with
head flap carrying case
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Women's Society Of
Good Shepherd Has
Regular Meetiiiii—

Bridal Shower For
Donna Galloway
Is -Retd—Recentiy

Mn.. J. B. Burkeen

..

?Nee 733- Mil sr,ISS-411W1-4.1

ottae4

Thursday, February 18
hileaday, February 22
The Kirksey Baptist Women
The Women's Republican Club
The Women's Society —of will have a book study at the is scheduled to meet at the
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
Christian Service of the Good Kirksey Church at 6:30 p.m.
Shepherd United Methodist
Church met on Tuesday, Temple Hill Chapter. No. 511 The Creative Arts Department
February 16, with eleven Order of the Eastern Star will of the Murray Woman's Club will
members responding to the roll meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 meet at the club house at 9:30 Miss
Gardner, coat with dark blue accessories,
Sharon
call.
a.m. with Mrs. James Garrison, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Mrs. Miller, mother of the groom,
p.m.
Mrs. Lee Lassiter opened the
Mrs. Henry Holton, and Mrs. Eff Gardner of Fairfield, Ill., became wore a mint green brocade dtems
meeting with prayer. Mrs. The Hazel Woman's Club will Birdsong, Jr., as hostesses.
the bride of Jim Miller of Mt. and coat ensemble with matching
Katherine Wilson presented Mrs. meet at the Club room at seven
Vernon, Ill., son of Mr. and Mrs. accessories, each wore a corsage
Maggie 'Woods with a special p.m
Tu.fsday, February 23
L 0. Miller of Hardin,on Sunday, of white roses and gardenias.
WSCS membership pin and
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority December 27, at four-thirty Each mother was presented
By Abigail Van Buren
certificate for her devotion and
will meet at the Woodmen of the o'clock in the afternoon.
lighted candle, which at the
The Home Department of the World Hall at seven p.m.
service to the society.
performed, -_•onclusion of the service, was
Krause
Robert
Rev.
DEAR ABBY My husband and I are both in our
The program, "The Family Murray Woman's Club will meet
ceremony in the used by the bride and groom to
mid-forties. I have noticed lately that William has taken to Cluster—, Reality or Illusion" at the club house at two p.m. with The Kirksey PTA will have its the doublering
First United Methodist Church, light a unity candle brought to the
guest
speaker.
thoroly looking women over from head to toe. I am a bit
Hortin
as
Dr.
I.
J.
was presented by Mrs. Alice
Founders Day program at the Fairfield, Ill.
alter by usher Darrell Dunbar.
jealous, somewhat embarrassed and more than a little
Knight and Mrs. Katherine Hosteesses will be Mesdames H. school at 1:30 p.m. Special guests A wedding concert was played
Reception
annoyed when he does this. Also, he's making a fool of
Wilson. Mrs. Libby Mahan also T. Waldrop, R. A. Slinder, Walter will be the past PTA presidents. at the organ preceding the Three hundred and fifty
Will
Rose,
N.
P.
Hutson,
Wilson,
himself Now that William wears bifocal eyeglasses, all that
discussed "Risks In Dealing With
ceremony by Mr. Beckmyer and wedding guests were greeted by
looking up and down has become conspicuous to everyone. I
and H. B. Bailey.
Children's Reality".
The Murray Quota Club will soloist, Brett Gibbs, sang "Ave the couple at the reception held
am all thumbs with words, and anything I would say to him
Mrs. Ruth Wilson gave the
meet at the Southside Restaurant Marie" and "Church and Home immediately following the
would sound silly, so I have said nothing. Have you any
closing prayer.
at 12 noon.
wedding in the church basement.
Together."
Lights
will
Campus
open
at
the
suggestions?
HIS WIFE
Refreshments were served by
Gold spiral candelabras, Holiday decorations were used
State
Murray
University
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Gladys
The Great Books Discussion adorned
Christmas throughout the reception in the
with
DEAR WIFE: Simply say. "William, dear, your ogling
auditorium at 8:15 p.m. Tickets
Dunn.
Group
is scheduled to meet at the greenery, flocked boughs and bridal colors of red, green, gold
has become more conspicuous than ever since you've started
are two dollars each.
Calloway County Public Library gold velvet ribbon, held the gold and blue. Music during the
wearing bifocals. If you must look, please be more subtle.
at seven p.m.
cathedral tapers which stood at evening was provided by it four
You're making a fool of yourself."
Persons
interested
in
the alter to form an exquisite piece string ensemble directed *by
establishing a youth center in The Gamma Gamma chapter
background for the wedding Talmadge Smith.
DEAR ABBY: When I was a girl, my mother always told
Murray will meet at the of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Assisting with the serving were
party.
me I had bad breath. I grew up being terribly self-conscious
Southside Restaurant at 7:30 7:30 p.m.
Pews were marked with Janie Weiler of Fairfield, Pat
about this and started chewing sugarless gum at an early age
p.m. Note change in meeting
arrangements of Christmas Nofftz of Tuscola, Pat French,
to insure myself against offending anyone.
place.
The Senior Recital of Don greenery, pine, flocked boughs Fairfield; Nancy Quindry, Mt.
It gave me confidence, and I learned how to chew gum
euphomium,
will
Maley, Murray,
and red daisy chrysanthemums. Carmel; and Kathy Lee of Mt.
inconspicuously. Most of the time lhold it in my mouth for
Jainie Dan Phillips was All licensed practical nurses be held at the recital hall of the More of the decorations were Vernon.
hours at a time without chewing
—
Price Doyle Fine- Arts Building at used on Hurricane candelabra's
norEff with a party --tn
Feliterd- by
Guest
My husband does not like for. me to chew gum at all. He celebration of his second bir- e invited to attend the monthly eight p.m. No charge.
Council
Calloway
eeting
of
the
placed down the center aisle of Glinda Martin of ,Wheatee,
says I look like a teeny-hopper or a gum-cracking suburban
thday given by his parents, Mr. • Drug Friocation at the. condun:eh before the art glass Maryland-, -Nancy iBearfea,
housewife without a brain in her bead.
and Mrs. Danny Phillips, at their erence room of the Murray- „The MSU Dames Club will windows at either side of the Chapel Hill, N. C. and Leslie
He says if I loved him I would give up the gum. I say, I
Valentine's
Day,
on
home on
noway County Hospital at 7-30 meet ,in Room 103 of the new church, a white runner was used. Trogden of Columbia 'Mo.
do love him, but if he loved me he would be more tolerant
Sunday, February 14, at noon. p.m.
Academic Classroom building at
Bride's Dress
Following the reception n'a.
you
think?
and allow me this one habit. What do
The house was decorated
seven p.m. All married women
The bride, given in marriage buffet supper for the briddl party
TIGHT JAWS throughout with balloons and
students and wives of men by her father, wore a floor length and close friends was held at the
DEAR TIGHT: Apparently your gum-chewing isn't as crepe paper. Master Phillips was Teens Who Care will meet at students are invited to attend this gown of white velvet, the dress Gardner Home, afterwards the
the recipient of many gifts.
Inconspicuous as you say it is or your husband wouldn't
the youth center of the First first meeting of the spring was designed with a high man- newly weds left on a wedding tripGuests were served dinner
complain so much. While I have nothing against
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m. Paul semester. Dues are three dollars darin collar and full bishop to an undeclosed distination.
along with the special decorated
Inconspicuous gum-chewing, there are other breath-freshFleming of the Murray Jaycees per semester. For transportation sleeves. A wide band of white fur
birthday cake topped With
adorned with irridescents was Out-of-state guests were from
eners on the market which could provide the same
will be speaking on "Honey call 767-4198.
covered wagons and Indians.
featured around the bottom of the Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana,
confidence, and eliminate the fuss with your husband. Look
Sunday"
Those present were Mr. and
skirt. A bridal train of white satin Oregon,
North
Carolina,
around.
Mrs. Charlie Kimbro and Mr. and
fell from the empire waist of the Missouri, Michigan, Maryland,
The Hazel PTA will meet at the
Mrs. James Geurin, his grandgown sweeping into a chapel Colorado,
Virginia
and
DEAR ABBY: About the person who has a friend who is
parents, Mrs. Laura Geurin, his school at seven p.m. with Mrs
train. Her long bridal veil, edg
Nebraska,
a great talker:
Mrs.
Mr.
and
great grandmother.
Dixie Hopkins, speech teacher,
with satin embroidered lace,
My friend for 40 years would put her friend to shame.
Larry Cherry, Ronnie Geurin, and Mrs. Lucille Ross, health
pearls
and irrescents, was
earth
for
everything
on
However, I believe the good Lord put
Mr. and Mrs. Keys McCuiston, nurse, as speakers. The
attched to a velvet headpiece. Slaw Variety
a rarpose, so I put my talkative friend to good use. Last
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bynum, executive board will meet at 6:30
For a change in coleslaw, fold
Patrick She carried a full length cascade freshly-grated
Theodore
Mrs.
Thanksgiving I invited him over to entertain my wife's
Miss Tonya McCuiston, Ricky p.m.
apple
into
Delaney, Jr., nee Marilyn arrangement of white roses, mayonnaise. Add chopped
relatives who are not only champion nonstop talkers
McCuiston, Miss DeAnn Mcgardenias
and
stephanotis.
was
themselves, but champion freeloaders in the bargain. My
Cuiston, Darren McCuiston, Ms
Last day for children in grades Alexander, a recent bride,
Mrs. Linda Richmond of peanuts and mix with. chopped
Youth
Methodist
—The
friend took on the 41illolte lot of 'ern and his raucous voice was
Merle Kimbro, Miss Freda Salk one through six to sign up in their honored with a household shower Carbondale, Ill, was matron of cabbage. „-,,Fellowship of the Coldwatgr
the only one that could be heard above any combination of
Miss Kim Bynum, and Mr. and homeroom for the swim program on Thtirsday, - February ll,• at honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs.
United Methodist Church held its
sounds made by the relatives, including the screams of
Mrs. Phillips and son.
for nonswimmers to start at the seven o'clock in the evening at Roberta Onstatt of Fairfield and
monthly meeting on Wednesday,
babies.
Carr' Health Building, sponsored the home of Mrs. Myrtle Cayce, Miss Linda King of St. Louis.
February 10, at the parsonage.
Sweet cooking chocolate is pure
Then to top it off, I asked one of the relatives if he'd be
by the MSU Recreation Depart- 905 Coldwater Road, Murray.
Curry
powder,
minced
parsley
Miss Kathie Broach and Miss
The gracious hostesses for the Junior bridesmaids were Susan chocolate with sugar added. It
good enough to give my friend a lift some 20 blocks on his
ment.
and
minced
chives
are
good
nieces
Stacey Adams were in charge of
special event were Miss Karen and Cindy Cole of Benton,
comes in a 4-ounce bar marked
HERBIE IN N. Y.
way home.
additions to canned cream of
the main program. Miss Gale
Alexander, Miss Linda Southard, of the groom.
off in squares.
The
general
meeting
of
the
chicken
soup.
wore
attendants
bridal
man's
The
musical
WRECK":
Ifs
directed
the
"NERVOUS
Broach
CONFIDENTIAL TO
and Miss Sue Ann George.
Murray Art Guild will be held at
portion with Terri Clark as the
life insurance policy states that Ms wife shall be the
The honoree opened her many floor length gowns fashioned with Iluluf4u41 **lit 41****A11-4
the
Art
Guild
at
seven
p.m.
All
To
send
plants
or
plant
cuttings
I songleader.
beneficiary, and you are legally divorced from him, then you
lovely and useful gifts which skirts in multi-colors of red,
members are urged to attend.
through the mail, invert cut
Refreshments were served by
are not the beneficiary. "Living together"—occasionally, off
were placed on a table in the green, gold and blue patterned
or roots in a damp sponge. 1
the pastor, Rev. Jim Griffin, and
and on, may or may not alter the situation. Your insurance
dining, room for the guests to cut velvet. The gold crepe bodice
in a plastic bag, tying the top
was fashioned with full bishop
his wife, Margaret, to the twentyview.
agent can give you an authoritative answer. So can your
Friday, February 19
water cannot•escape.
and high mandarin
sleeves
five persons present.
fficiif,eay 11,,A ge.400
Refreshments of punch,
lawyer.
1
An çpq_house featuring an
collars similar to the brides
cookies, and mints Were
exhibit ---of---i'ersian - handicrafts
Velvet
headOwn. Matclirng—
by the hostesses.
will be held at the Murray State
Approximately sixty perso pieces completed their attire.
_University library from two to
They carried an arm bouquet of 4,
were present or sent gifts.
jo.5-• can
five p.m.
large red daisies and Ti leaves
laws.
velvet
tied with floor length gold
Loa
- By RUTH YOUNGBLOOD
"The young people know all
Campus Lights will be Enough protein
streamers.
(. UPI)
—All
HONOLULU
about flower power but nothing
presented at the Murray State
How's your protein count for Serving as Acolytes were
public high school seniors in
;e6/?oc741 yoq0
about signature power," Mrs.
University auditorium at 8:15 the day? USDA shows how to Nancy Miller of Erwin, Tenn.,
Hawaii will be learning how to
Smith said.
p.m_
Tickets
are
two dollars provide about one-fourth of the niece of the groom, and Linda
hang onto the money they earn
•'We see their agony in the
each.
protein needs for most people for Hardy of Fairfield, cousin of the
when the first compulsory
consumer protection office eveone day—meat, poultry or fish bride. They were attired alike in
state-wide consumer protection
ry day," • she said. "Their
The executive board of the little or no bone) one-fifth of a short red velvet dresses trimmed
course gets underway here this
naivete makes them perfect
1
2 with white fur white knee boots
Kirksey PTA will meet at the pound or less; frankforters (2/
spring. And the girls will get
a
victims for high pressure
home of Mrs. Harold Fones at one franks ); whole milk(1% cups) or and white fur headpieces.
a
training that should stand them
salesman or credit buying and
tablespoons)
or
a
1
4
peanut
butter
Serving
the
groom
as
best
man
p.m. Members note change in
in good stead when they begin
a
soon they are floundering in
cottage
half
cup
of
how about a
was Jim Burton of Hopkinsville,
date and place.
running their own households.
debt."
• cheese" That does it.
Groomsmen were Pat Burown of
Inception of the program, the
Mrs. Smith said the "miniCarbondale, Dan Oates of a
result of three years of work by
course" will be a straight
Evansville. Mark Chapman of
The Baptist Women and Potatoes
two dedicated women, places
forward attempt to teach boys
Golden Gate and Douglas Nelson
Baptist Young Women and their
Hawaii in the vanguard of the
WM
What
kind
of
potatoes
are
ALINE
FUSELIER,
Young
Baptist
Women
Director,
and girls to recognize the "tella
families of the Hazel Baptist "new" potatoes? They are of Kimball, Nebraska.
few states which have formally
Woman's Missionary Union, Birmingham, Alabama; Mrs.
a
tale signs of fraud."
Ushers were Robert Gardner,
have
a
will
Church
potluck
incorporated consumer educaJ.
S.
Woodward,
a
Kentucky
W.
harvested
and
not
fully
M. U. President, and Mrs.
freshly
Consumer Information
brother
of
the
bride;
Mike
Miller
the
church
dining
at
room
supper
tion into their school curricula.
J.
Frank
Young,
W.
M. U. Director, First Missionary
mature. Often they have skinned
-We have to reach the
Baptist Church, Benton, Kentucky, center at the Church
at 6:30 p.m. to climax Focus areas because the skin is tender of Hardin, Ky., brother of the a
Jane C. Smith, educational
students before they leave
Week activities. Rev. Billy and not as well-set as that of groom; Marvin Leathers of Mt.
Leadership Readiness Conference regarding W. M. U.
specialist for the State Office of
school," she said. "Some of
literature for 1971-72.
Gallimore will show slides of the potatoes which are stroed before Vernon; Darrell Yearwood of a
Consumer Protection, explained
them get a little consumer
Woodriver, Ill. and Darrell
Holy Land.
that such courses are offered
marketing. Late crop potatoes
protection information in home
Dunbar of Christopher, Ill.
a
as electives in some states,
are
harvested
at
a
more
mature
economics or business classes,
Mrs. Gardner, mother of the a
including New York. California
stage.
They're
usually
better
for
but the rest are lost."
Sons of the
bride, was attired in a blue crepe a
American baking than new ones.
and Illinois.
"We've taught young people
Revolution will meet at 7:30 p.m.
dress with a deeper blue velvet
how to get a job but not how to
at the home of Slow residence, 913
Nitty-Gritty
hold onto the money they're
Southern Baptist Convention Woman's Missionary m.nioo North 16th Street. Members and
_ "This is the first time that a
earning," Mrs. Smith said.
and Kentucky Baptist Corrven- leaders. Plans, practices and their wives are urged to attend.
nitty-gritty practical consumer
Miss Taniguchi said it will be don leaders held a Church llterature for 1971-72 were
course
will
be
reeducation
up to the principals and Leadership Readiness Confer- reviewed and discussed.
quired for graduation from any
The executive committee of the
teachers of the individual high eoce at the First Baptist
Southern Baptist leaders and
public high school in a state,"
schools to decide the length of Church, Mayfield, on Monday, Kentucky Baptist personnel in- Church Women United will meet
she said.
the course and how best to fit it February 15, for Western eluded Eugene Quinn, Al- at theleome of Mrs. Edd Gloves,
"What young people learn in
into the school's program.
Kentucky Southern Baptist pa- ine Fuselier, Roy E. Boat. 118 North 14th Street, at ten a.m.
this course will be valuable in
"We've been working on a sotrs, staff members, and of- wright, James Whaley,Edward The committee is composed of
every area of their lives," Mrs.
lesson plan that stretches ricers of the varied depart- Hurt, Forrest Sawyer, Calvin representatives from seven
Smith said. "Hopefylly other anywhere from
two weeks to merits for church activities. Fields, Joe Hinkle, Paul Murray and Calloway County
states will recognize the need nine weeks
Fred White, G.R.Pen. churches.
Pre-sessions included per•
this
year," Mies
and develop similar programs." Taniguchi said. "We hope in the social, individual conferences, dergraph, Thomas H. Shelton,
Mrs. Smith and Miss Elaine future to make consumer beginning at 12:30 p. m. The
Graves Collins, James Rose,
Saturday, February 20
Taniguchi, program specialist
C. A. Holcomb, John R. Clouprotection a full semester afternoon session covered toChapter M of the P.E.O.
in shcial studies for the State course.tal church planning directed dier, Leon Mitchell, Mk MorSisterhood will have a potluck
Department of Education, have
The course will be taught by toward the needs of pastors. row, Jimmy Dunn, Vernon luncheon and silent auction at 12
The evening session, begin. Cole, Mickey Martin, W. R,
been instrumental in developing social studies teachers who
Grigg, A. B. Colvin, Michael noon at the home of Mrs. A. W.
the course which is being have been instructed by Mrs. rung at 6:45 p. m. and •i
Mrs. Olga
tug at 9:30 p. m. began wit& Speer, Paul Darden, Jesse
instituted-by the department'in'
•••
Smith and Miss Taniguchi
a theme interpretation (alide• Stricker, Charles Treadway; Freeman will be the assisting
cooperation with the office of
and
availabiliways.to teach it
Frank Smith, Betty Allnatt,
stess.
tape presentation). Confer'
consumer protectipn.
ty of teaching aids, including an
Kathryn Jasper and Mrs. J.
It Vk III acquaint students with "adult" comic book designed by ences followed. Individualisequarker , deceptive advertis- Mrs. Smith, and several films. ciership conferences were coo. S. Woodward.
The conference was one of Campus Lights will be
ducted for librarians, mus. t he dangers of credit
offece of consumer icians, directors of recarea meetings through- resented at the Murray • State'
nine
tiN tog. high pressure sales protection receives 16010 . comout the State of Kentucky to niversity auditorium at 8:15
directors,
training
reation,
techniques and consumer's plaints. a year -frOinciW
train church leadership of in. Tickets are two dollars
missions and stewardship
:1:.hts under state and national inert.- Mrs. Smith said.
Southern Baptist Churches.
ach.
leaders, Sunday School and

Mrs; Larry Hoberts,the former
Donnis—Galloway, was complimented prior to her recent
marriage with a bridal shower
held on Saturday, February 6, at
seven o'clock in the evening at
the Community Center.
The gracious hostesses for the
_
-prenuptial event were Mrs.
Horace Beasley, Mrs. John
Ward, Miss Marsha Roberts, and
Mrs. James C. McDaniel.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear from her trousseau
a pale pink wool dress and was
presented a hostesses gift corsage of spring flowers centered
with sweetheart roses.
Nat Galloway,
Mrs. Billy
mother of the honoree, wore a
two piece red dress accented with
white, while Mrs. Fate Roberts,
to be of the
.mother-in-law
honoree, was attired in a two
piece blue dress. Both wore
hostesses' gift corsages of white
,carnations.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts which had been
:placed on a table centered with a
tall silver lighted candle. The
hostesses' gift to the honoree was
a large silver tray.
Games were played with the
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. Ruby Love and Mrs.
. Charles McDaniel who presented
-7-thern to the 'honoree
Refreshments of white cakes
_decorated in pink, nuts, and
mints, and punch were served
, buffet style from the beautifully
appointed table overlaid with a
lovely cloth and centered with an
unusual arrangement that was
designed to look like a sparkling
- star. The centerpiece was of
4 spring flowers with twelve pink
tapers extending out from all
points and clusters of white and
pink grapes hanging from the
sides of the long large milk glass
bowl.
Thirty persons were present or
sent gifts.
•
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Miss Sbaroh Gardner Becomes Bride Of
Jim Miller In Lovely Church Ceremony

Hubby's eyes
not for wife

Jamie Dan Phillips
Honored At Part)
On 2nd Birthday

Household Shower
Held In Honor Of
Mrs. Delaney

Coldwater Nouth
Fellowship Meets
At The Parsonage

S6ivAciaY
Ye/fe/At niyaldr1,1

Compulsory Consumer Protection Course
Being Offered High School Girls, Hawaii

Chuck Leadership Conference
Held By Smothers Baptists

Parker Ford, Inc.
"EARLY SPRING SPECIAL"

During the remainder of February and March, we will
give a 10% discount on altptune-up parts and brake

linings instilled in our shop!

Remember: "Service Built Our Business"
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:Merchants Mart Outlet Store

By Dave Thompson
State News Bureau
Ky.—Gov.
FRANKFORT,
Louie B. Nunn Friday signed a
contract with the Raymond
Company,'
Construction
Louisville, for construction of
Cannon's Creek Reservoir.
The reservoir, which will be
constructed midway between
Pineville and Middlesboro near
U. S. Highway 25-E, will serve as
a water source immediately for
the city of Pineville and in the
future potentially for Middlesboro and the Bell County
area.
Gov. Nunn said, This is a good
example of what can be done by a
little local incentive. The local
people made the request and the
state is helping with planning and
making funds available."
The construction is being
financed by a combination of
funds from the Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), the Appalachian Regional Commission,
QUAKE AFTEREFFECTS—Joe McKenna (upper) hangs
the State Small Lake Committee,
up a for 'sale sign at his earthquake-wrecked San Ferand the city of Pineville. State
nando, Calif., home. His $28,000 house has an estimated
and local funds total $605,000;
$20,000 worth of damage. Elmer McPherson and his
family (lower) have no choice.as they pick up their
HUD funds total $35,000; and
belongings. Their home was demolished.
Appalachian total $310,770.
The governor also said the
Credit Bank, and Bank for waste material from the imCooperatives.
provement of Highway 25-E
Two members are elected each ( Appalachian Highway System)
by
Federal
Land
Bank will be used as a part of the fill
Associationsl Production Credit material for the reservoir.
Associations, and cooperatives
He added, "This is an example
that hold stock in the Bank for of concerned people seizing the
Cooperatives. Selections of opportunity to help the people in
E. A. Jaenke, Governor of the directors-at-large were an- the future." - Farm Credit Administration, this nounced earlier for nine of the
Mayor Ftenfro Gregg, Grant F.
week announced appointment of twelve Farm Credit Districts.
Knuckles, James S. Wilson, city
the director-at-large to the
All are appointed by the attorney, and Charles Bean,
Fourth Farm Credit District Governor with the advice and represented Pineville in the
Board of Directors. Named to the consent of the Federal Farm signing.
Louisville Board was William J. Credit Board, top policy making
Knuckles an Wilson both
and body for the Farm Credit System. complimented Governor Nunn
grain
Hoewischer, a
livestock farmer from Sidney,
for his concern for the project
Ohio. Hoewischer's operation
and for the help received from
NO PLANS TO PROSECUTE
includes 550 acres on which he
ANTHONY, Tex. (UPI)— the staff in coordinating plans for
grows wheat, oats, corn, and
Assistant U.S. Attorney Haskell development.
soybeans and specializes in
Knuckles,speaking for the city
Shelton says he does not plan to
raising registered beef cattle and
prosecute David Harris who of Pineville, said, "This is one of
hogs. He is an officer of
was found with marijuana in the happiest days of our lives
numerous livestock and corn 'his
possession at the La Tuna with a pure, water supply coming
munity organizations and Is a
Correctional Institute. Harris is to Pineville and we hope in the
member of the Federal Land
the husband of singer Joan future it will lead to industrial
Bank Association of Piqua, the
development in the area."
"La Tuna," Warden Bill
Wapakoneta Production Credit
Pineville has a $2 million grant
Zachem said Saturday he will try
Association, Landmark, and
Economic
from
loan
to find out how the marijuana got and
other cooperative organizations.
into Harris' pocket. Harris is 'Development Administration to
Mr. Hoewischer is 52 years old
serving a sentence for refusing to construct a distribution system
and a graduate of Ohio State
be inducted into the armed for- and water treatment plant.
University. In addition, he is
ces.
Bathroom beauty
President of Producers Livestock
NEW YORK (UPI) — for
Association, Eastern Order
years, bathrooms were not exBuyers, Incorporated, and the
Ohio Shorthorn Association. He is
CAIRO (UPI) — Representa- pected to be decorative. If
Vice President of the Sidney tives of nine Arab countries 'they were clean and all the
plumbing functioned properly,
Board of Education and Master recently attended a meeting
here to discuss ways of corn- -that was good enoug(r. But
of Parkwood Grange.
now fashion has been put on
Directors-at-large serve for bating forgers of Arab curpar with function, says Jeanne
three year terms and are the rencies.
Delegates said forgery in Norwood, styling consultant
Governor's representatives on
for a leading manufaeorer of
the District Board. The seven- Arab countries had increased
bathroom accessories. Budget
member board sets policy within in recent years and charged it
and space- permitting. there's
was
part
of
an
"imperialist
Farm
three
all
for
the district
plot" to stunt Arab economic virtually no limit to the potentCredit Banks—The Federal Land
ial for luxury, convenience and
growth.
Bankk, Federal Intermediate
beauty. she Said.
•
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*SPECIAL PURCHASE! DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY!
*WANTED STYLE, COLORS, FABRICS!
• SIIrS 36 to 50 REGULAR,
38 to 52 LONGS, 36 to 48 SHORTS!

FAMOUS NAME
SUITS! ADVERTISED
NATIONALLY
AT '85 to *115
ALL AT ONE LOW PRICE

'39"

Heston's Hottest Role in Sci-Fl Film?
brought to Heston's attention
By AMY ABCHEID
by no less a film maker than
Central Press Association
Orson Welles who directed him
Correspondent
In "Touch of Evil," which many
HOLLYWOOD—From Julius
say was his best flIm
Caesar to. Ben-Hur, El Cid, Mi"Legend" raises seveNl queschaelangelo, John the Baptist,
tions; Ince what would happen
Moses, SO Thomas More, Thomto modern society if only a few
as Jefferson—to "Robert Nepeople survived a holocaust?
ville?" Yup, Charlton Heston
For instance, the survivor's
has played men who had the
("Neville") major battle is to
,wealth and power of the world
maintain his sanity in the face
in their grasp, but never one
of complete isolation. And delike "Robert Neville."
picting this extraordinary stage
Heston is in the leading role
is every bit as demanding as
in "I Am Legend," set in Los
playing some of the great men
Angeles, Calrf., after a worldhe portrayed. Altho "Neville's"
wide biological warfare has
battle is an "interior" one, none
killed most of the world's poputhe less, it must be "acted out."
lation. "Neville" is a medical
•
•
•
researcher who believes he is
the only person to survive the
Thlii FILM has another "first"
!il onslaught unscathed.
for HestOn. In "Legend," he enThere is also "The Family,' a
counters "Lisa,", a beautiful
group of mentally and physiblack girl played ,by Rosalind
cally deformed survivors who
Cash. They are the.itove interest
are trying to kill him, since to
,
in the film and the S7eilea —go_.
!* them he represents Me-Mt of
not pull any punches, by the
the civilization which brought
way.
about the catastrophe. But thes,
But—all is not sweetness and
are so sensitive to light that
light in the romance. They fight
they only appear at night.
to save a few children who have
• • •
Charlton Heston
not been affected by the bio[ THUS, while "Neville" on one His third scirtice-fiction film.
logical plague which is destroyhand can take anything he
ing mankind • for, with them
"Usually, however, science
• wanta—his apartment is ft treasrests the future of mankind. (In
ure room; containing paintings, fiction films require virtually
"Beneath the Planet of the'
Gogh
Van
out.
pointed
to
Heston
Remtiiandt
acting,"
no
horn
e
Apes," you recall, Heston's de.4and Michaelangelo ?I, millions "They fall roughly into two catstroyed by tlig bomb- although
in other chef d'oeuvres -he is egories: the 'There he comes
to Make a third
others elicap
constantly being hounded by again' film in which the hero
•vettgion of the film but wittiOut.
rtnaritng-trway from- e. monThe Family an"d hsg turned the.
Heston
apartment into a fortress safe- ster; or 'Wow look at that!'
Asked whether there will be
guarded by the latest in elec- film in which he is,an explorer
a sequel to "I Am Legend," Hespointing out the fantastic sights'
tronic detection devices.
ton says, "No, this film says all
Sure, he admits it's a science- never before seen by man."
that I want it to say •' But the
fiction film. And what's wrong
boxoffice returns are not due in
with science-fiction, asks HesHESTON claims "I Am Leg- for while.
ton "I'm very interested in it."
In any case, Heston doesn't
acting.
k He's only appeared in two oth- end" requires serious
rule out other science fiction
intelligent
and
entertaining
is
and
Apes"
the
of
-"Planet
•
ers
roles for himself. Not by a longl
,"Beneath the Planet of the as well. It is based on the novel
by Richard Matheson and Vas fMooni shot
•I

1
i

I

t
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ALL FIRST QUALITY
PREMIUM TAILORING!

Special purchase of mens famous name suits, Newest Styles
with Wide Lapels, High Center Vents — In Two and Three
Button Models. Many colors to choose from, in solids, checks,
glen plaids, pin stripes, tartan plaids, and many more. The
3 season weight in Dacron Wool Blends. Sizes 36 to 48
Shorts, 36 to 50 Regular, 38 to 52 longs.

OPEN
DAILY
9 A.M.
SUNDAY
1 P.M. to

BIG MAN, LITTLE MAN, TALL MAN,
WE CAN FIT YOU!

6 P.M.
SALE ENDS
FEB. 21:

•

Sorry, Due To These Low Prices
No Alterations, No Refunds

Merchant's Mart
PARIS, TENN.
11110`.

•
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Two Big Days - Saturday, Feb

DOORS WILL OPEN
9 A.M. SATURDAY

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER

:

12 ONLY

LADIES FLANNEL

HI-GHWAY 641 N - MURRAY

LADIES DRESSES

GOWNS & PAJAMAS

1

5.99 VALUE

Regular '2.46

Open 9 to 9
Monday thru
Saturday
,LADIES FASHION

HATS

LADIES

PANTIES

Reg.

411111111111111•1111111

22'

LADIES

$222

CHOI
COI
CHE

7 7 •••7 •

Reg. to '5.92
ACRYLIC & WOOL

SKIRTS

7"
Reg, 3 '1

$1.42

22'

gANDBAGS

Reg. to '5.99

HEAD
SCARVES

Be on hand when the doors'.I
open! Bargains throughout
1
the store! )
LADIL
SAVE! ;
100% Acethte
SAVE! '

SAVE '2.72

LADIES

LADIES

Reg. to 13.94

DRESSES

SLACKS
$ 1 22

Urge Selection

Cherry red or Navy blue.

BOUDO
SHADE

Shirtwaist style. Ruffled

REG. '4.94

front and cuffs.
SAVE
'2.72 $222

Assorted (

Regular 15.99

LADIES WIGS
100% Exton

SAVE '4.77
Lima. 2

made In Taiwan

$1

SAVE 27'

22

rimit 2

7

4**

12
ONLY

Reg. '16.88
SAVE '8.66

LARGE SIZE

Lirr t 1

JEWELRY BOXES
1
Regular 4.99

GIRLS

SM. 1217

$222

Beautiful sweaters in various
styles and colors.

Reg. to 15.99

DIAPIRS---

Reg.s11.88

Reg.'1.66 dozen

Reg. '2.96,

ASSORTED

SAVE-U'$

DRAPERY
MATERIAL

22c;

ALL-WEATHER SKYLARK KNIT
48-60 Inches Wide
ATS
SAVE
52'

86
$2

SAVE '9.66

1 22

For The Younger Child

Reg. '4.88

Our Luncheonette Wrillitri celebrating
great s pecialsr 4.110,1W

CREW or V-NECK
100% Lambs Wool

irsterseet

BOBBY PINS

BIG WHEEL

Plastic Box
REG. 77'

Three wheel toy sensation.
High impact plastic.

SAVE 25'

Reg. '12.94

522

SAVE '7.72 $

BOY'S.

SHOES
SPLIT LEATHER

4

allimilminii111111111.111

T

Regular '2.99

$ 182

Re

SAVE sl

To some lucky customers each hour. between
11 a.m. and 2 p.m. and from 4 to 7 p.m. each day.

322

$222
yd.

BEI

A STEAK DINNER FOR 22'

$

60 Inches Wide Washable
Reg. '3.88

$ 1 22

with these

HOT DOG & SMALL COKE 22'

VALUES TO '12.99
SAVE '9.77

92;

BOY'S LONG SLEEVE

Tremendi

LUNCHEONETTE SPECIALS

SWEATERS

Reg. '1.44

SAVE
'1.66

for these
will be
George ir
Come ow
him and
advantag

(LIMIT: 1)

ACRILAN KNIT
CHILDREN'S
COATS

$222

SAVE '3.13

MEN'S
Yd.

BABY
LUV'N
CARE

SWEATERS

BIRDSEYE

Limit: 1

SWEATERS

LADIES

$822

Our sped

BOY'S SIZES 6-18

FLARE PANTS

52

mENI
THERMAL
UNION
SUITS
fig. =2.67
$222

MEN'S
SWEATERS
Reg. to 115.88

22

- FRE
with

PERMANENT PRESS
Regular 14.4

$222

AQ
11111111111
BANKANERI 0

rncludes all

Reg. '10.92
SA

y 18. 1971
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Feb. 20 - Monday, Feb. 22
MALTED
MILK
BALLS

BROCK
a

CHOCOLATE
- COVERED
CHERRIES
g. 2 for 97'
7]iT.10-oz. box

2'

COTTON
BALLS

COLGATE 106
MOUTHWASH!

For Makeup or
Other Uses

i
Reg. '1.27-25-oz.,
SAVE 65'
Limit 1

Reg. 38'

Reg. 66'

32c

421

62

1.6-oz.CLOSE-UP
TOOTH PASTE',

SAVE 24'

/

PRELL
LIQUID

TOOTH PASTE
CREST, GLEEM, PEPSODENT
Reg. 57' Size

Limit 2

Vbk

22'

WSHADEO
I N D Ws

Limit 3

DEODORANT
7-7' 3•oz
Reg. Cut Any Size to 36"

42c'

SAVE 65'

Reg. '9.99
22
ip
SAVE '4.77 ‘

Reg. '1.97
$ 1 22
SAVE 75'

RIGHT
GUARD

VINYL PLASTIC

BLANKETS Full FOtrsTwin

tor Neater Closets!

32'

92c

CreSt-

ST. MARY

SHOE RACK

Re 64'

SAVE '1.23

Limit 2 22 -

Reg. 36'

SPRAY
STARCH

Reg. '2.15

42c

SAVE 15'
Limit 2

DAISY

16-oz. Size

SAVE 11' 4

Reg. 3/s1

HUDSON
PAPER To-WELS-.

"

11,

Quantities Last

41.1111•111•111411111MOMMINIMMOMM.

oors ;
out j
re!
E!
E!

Prices Good While

Limit 4

REG.'1.3772c

Limit 2
-1 Air
FITTED

BOUDOIR
!SHADES

PAPER NAPKINS

Assorted Colors

SHOWER CURTAINS
WIPE CLEAN PLASTIC

Reg. 44'

32
Limit z4

724

)

Our special feature

IABY
.UV'N
CARE

for these two days

ASSTD.

and

VELOUR

BATH
TOWELS

BATH MATS
Reg. 97'

Reg. 1.62
-$11-22

Large Assortment

$322

CLOCK
RADIO

Reg. 15.44

$362

$1922
Limit 2

•

lossimmisio‘

Heavy, long wearing vinyl in

ZEBCO
NO. 202
REEL

STAND & BOWL

Closed Face

Assorted Designs

• Reg.• '39.94

SWIVEL ROCKERS

Reg. '29"

Reg. '15"
SAVE '6'

9x12 Size
Decorator Colors
Reg. '29"

Reg. '3.47

$ 922

**$922

PANASONIC

METAL
WASTEBASKET

CORDLESS
ELECTRIC
SHAVER

SAVEI

SAVE '7.94

$22

$222

CARPET TILES
Do it yourself! 9-12x12,-self-stick carpet tiles, soil
and stain resistant.
'4.97 Value
$322

$2922

$322

22'
FREE! One Tropical. Fish
with purchase of
10 GALLON

AQUARIUM SET

BIG

ARTIFICIAL
GREEN_ PLANTS
30 Inches Tall

$822

POLAROID CAMERA
SAVE 17.66
Reg. '14.88

22
limit 1 $7

1/4 INCH
BLAtK &DECKER
DRP.
Reg. $11.81-

FAMOUS ARTISTS

COUNTRY & WESTERN

STEREO LP ALBUMS
Reg. '4.98 - SAVE 12.01

POLAROID FILM -Type 20C

$222

0.92

SWINGER

Reg. '2.97

rncludes all you will need to set up your aquarium!
SAVE '2.70

CARPET RUGS

Awaken to Music

decorator colors.

.SA VE I

$222

G. E.
MIXER

LINOLEUM

Asstd. Colors

Regular '4.99
tt

,4410

9x12

OVAL
BRAIDED
RUGS

$272

Limit 4

9x12

BEDSPREADS

Reg. '2.88

al11811218881‘

AmmosimmosiS

•

Twin or Full

Reg. '2.96

424

SAVE- 40'
Limit 4

Limit 4

•c

CHENILLE
BEDSPREAD

RAYON

Reg. 66'

4

SAVE 76'

22s;

''Tremendous Specials.

SAVE '1.77

AREA
RUGS

Reg. 2/s1

him and take
advantage of his

")
e•-,

FRENCH CRIMP

TERRY

Solids and Print

DRAPES

's

FLAT
FITTED

, George in person!
Come out and meet

48.4111'•1

SHEETS

CAFE
CURTAINS

will be

222

2/s5

$1 22

PLASTIC

12ONLY

lg. '11.88

Reg.

1.99 VALUE

VE 27' Reg. 99'
2

KING SIZE
SHEETS

Reg. '1.88
SAVE 11.66
at

22'

$297
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Oriental Book
s Reviewedoriental ph---j-Reviewed by
YUSH1N Y00
Faculty member of
Murray State University)

Furniture fascism
RICHMOND, Va. (UPI) --Freedom._ allauld Iie Ilia in
furniture, says a marketing expert."If you give the consumer
_a ,piere of furniture with an
unfinished back, you're dictaling -- telling her she has to use
it up against the wall - when
she may want to oar it in the
center of the room,- said A.
H. White, vice-president of
furniture marketing, Lea Industries, Inc. White said shelves
which are permanently fixed
come under this heading of
dictatorship, too.

Dr. John M. Koller Oriental
Philosophies. New York, Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1970. 303p. ;8.95.
says, "the
Confuscious
superior man blames himself, the
inferior man blames others. The
superior man is broad-minded'
toward all and not a partisan,
only the true man knows how to
love people and how to hate
SEX AUTHORS WED—Dr. William H. Masters and Mrs.
people. The superior man loves
Virginia Johnson, who reached Ifhtional prominence in
his spiritual things, the inferior
1986 with their book "Human Sexual Response," were
man loves his property." . .
secretly married in January. The book was based on 10
These
are some of the Oriental
the
pair.
They
of
research
by
are
years
shown in their
philosophies
which Dr. Koller
laboratory in St. Louis.
examines in his study.
Dr. Koller, who has completed
a two-year residency at the
Center for Cultural and Technical
Exchange between East and
West, Honolulu, examines the
nature of three major Oriental
philosophies and presents an
FRANKFORT, Ky—Three programs have been meeting overview of their development.
with great success, each state First, he discussed the Hindu
state officials involved in Kentucky's traffic safety programs needs to make every possible system, which is a body of social,
will attend the 32nd annual effort in this area."
cultural,and religious beliefs and
States expected
to
be practices, and philosophy to the
Southern Safety Confoerence and
represented at the conference Indian subcontinent. Secondly, he
Exposition in Baton Rouge, La.;
besides Kentucky are Alabama, studies Buddhist _tea.ching...a.
Fab. 28—March 2... .
The three who will take part in Ackartsas,- Florida, Georgia, Gautama Buddha that suffering
the meeting are: Arthur E. Louisiana, Mississippi, North is inherent in life and that one can
Beard, executive director of the Carolina, Oklahoma, South be liberated from it by mental
Kentucky Traffic Safety Coor- Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and moral self-purification. Last
dinating Commiteee; Dr. Jess L. Virginia, and West Virginia.
part, he analyzes the ConThe Southern Safety Con- fusianism which is basic to the
Gardner, University of Kentucky
department of curriculum and ference is operated on a non- character of Chinese Philosophy
instruction in driver education; commercial, non-partisan and for more than twenty-five hunand George Logan, safety and non-profit basis. This year's dred years.
driver education consultant for theme will be "197I—The Year of Dr. Koller lamented that, "in
the state Department- 'of Hard-Sell Safety."
our own age we have put our very
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WALNUT CABINET
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INSIDE LAOS — A fire support base takes shape about eight miles' iitside Laos as
South Vietnamese forces carry out operations to cot, the Ho Chi Minh Trail.- SupRadiophoto)
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NBC has prepared s one- .,
hour special on Scotland Yard for broadcasting in
March.
Producer Lucy Jarvis was permitted to take her cameras
;nil, guarded areas Of Lon-I:1On'; police headquarters which have never before been open to thA
public.
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Healthy Forests The
Silent Air Conditioner

Participating in the stud) were
units of TVA's National Fertilizer
Development Center, Office of
large coal-fired generating units. numbering are complete, copies Health and Environmental
The TVA report points out, can be purchased from the Sciences, and Officeof Ppwex.
however, that the fertilizer Clearinghouse for Scientific and
Doris Mary Anne
-The
market could accommodate only Technical Information, 5235 Port
a fe%4 installations of this type. Royal Road,Springfield, Virginia Kapelhoff Special" is a one As soon as classification and 22151.
hour CBS program that takes a

Improved Fertilizers Help Hold Down Food Costs Rise

SHOALS.intermediate material for
MUSCLE
ALABAMA-Improved fer- manufacturing phosphate fertilizers are helping hold down thetilizer The previous reports for
rise in food costs to America's APCO dealt with limestone
in 1967, consumers by making It possible processes, which reduce sulfur
WASHINGTON-This air mercuil forestlands, mad
figures for farmers to produce more on oxide emissions but produce no
conditioner and purifier is per- the latest year for which
645 fewer acres,according to the 197f useful product
fectly silent, comes in a wide are available, there were
har- annual report of the National The study concludes that
variety of finished and, main- million cubic feet, despite
years. Fertilizer Development Center. ammonia
scrubbing, and
tained at a cost of a few dollars vests over the intervening
Farm production per rnanhour production of phosphate fertilizer
yearly, can last a lifetime.
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In Nassau Today

Paradise Island's Newest Lure:
It's Billionaire Howard Hughes!
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•BRUNSWICK TIRES ARE YOUR BEST VALUE•
British girl legs past Britannia Beach Metel on Paradise island whersi Howard Hvahos reportedly Ilyes.
who stand in front of a heavy
By SANDO BOLOGNA
door and a temporary blue parCentral Press Association Correspondent
tition stretching across the corNASSAU, The Bahamas -American tourists are flocking to ridor.
billionaire
seeing
of
possibility
remotest
the
for
Paradise Island
The guards stand silently. If
Howard Hughes.
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of
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ceives no answer.
Americans arriving at Nassau by cruise ship or plane. They
American a n d Baharnian
where
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see
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mr....st
The
Sun.
the
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fun
have
come here to
businessmen are still speculatis secluded Is also on their agendas. His living and business
ing as to why Hughes fled from
quarters are in the hotel.
Las Vegas to Nassau. Some
To get t3 the Brilionnin, visitors roust walk or ride in vehicle; conjecture that the isolated bilover the long concrete bridge that 'connects Nassau's principal lionaire departed from Nevada
highway with Paradise Island. Motorists must pay $2 for the to avoid personal involvement
bridge.
two-minute drive on the
Lisa power struggle over the
personn.t.v...Zluded. himself since earlx_p_17
Alnong the hotel
camber.
Management o? hi, interests in
who escort visitors in the hotel
•
• •
that state.
Is John Hughes, assistant TanOthers hint that ha intends
ager.
the
escorted
HUGHES
JOHN
to buy a resort or two in the
"Any re'ation to the other visitor3 through three model Bahamas. Hughes reportedly
.
;.• Hughes?" a visitor asked John rooms and apartments on the has said that he is on vacation.
.„
,'Hughes smiled. Hotel personnel seventh fto5r.,- One inquisitive But he hasn't been seen on the
ouly smile whenever anyone in- tourist asked if Howard Hughes beaches or in th.a hotel's ca,qtqred about Howard Hughes was on the ninth floor. No an- am) or the plush dining roams
"Vas know," confided John SWCr.
Hughes has a number of unJohn Hughes. -we've had a lot
A Chicago man recantly rode developed property holdings in
. : of walk-ins lately." He indientwell as the
' • -ed from the enthusiastic tone the elevator to the ninth floor Ur, Bahamas as
...;•,of °ice that the walk-ins were where he was met by a uni- right to prospect for oil off Cay
people who winted to Per. the formed aihamian security offi- Sal, an uninhabited outer island
'itossort in viirtsli finglies has se- cer. He was one of the guards some 40 miles north of Cuba
•-
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$1 25 1,
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fused to double fibergloss bolt
.pro..des a tough, durable corcass
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and amMOBILE HOME Insurance. HARMONY GUITAR
AKC IRISH Setter pups. toy
condition,
excellent
in
plifier
Broad coverage Low rates.
Poodles and three herds of
for
Check with us for all your In- $70.00 Guitar alone sold new
Chinchilla from certified stock.
buy. $70.00-753-77V7 after 5:00p.m.
you
before
surance
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
F22P
Real
February 260 Galloway Insurance and
Estate Agency, phone 753March4C 5 HP TILLER, powered by
5842.
MEN'S SPORT and Dress Hats,
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92.
14 price. Settle-Workman
Other models available. MonF23C
Company.
tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street,
THREE BEDROOM frame
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753furnace,
2 price. residence, gas floor
1
F22C
ALL BOY'S Sport Goats,/
212 1966
lot,
corner
shady
garage,
Settle-Workman Company. F23C
to
reduced
Price
11th.
South
stereo
an estate. Claude L. Miller, PORTABLE ADMIRAL
MEN'S SUITS and Sport Coats, 1- settle
and portable Zenith black and
753-3059
Phones
753-5064
Realtor
3off. Settle-Workman Company.
Fl8C white T. V. call 753-3336 after 5:00
F23C Member multiple listing
F18C
13.111.

gayly

12
ARC FEMALE Pekingnese-9 MUST SELL 1969 Mobile Home
bath,
months old. Phone 753-8166 FIX x 60'. 3 bedrooms, lty
furnished, gas heat, $3900.00 or
F22P
CARPET TRUCK load sale. best offer. 753-9849
room sizes, remanents, wall to
T. V. new
wall, some jute backs, some MAGNAVOX COLOR
per month.
commercial type hi-density, guarantee, $18.20
V. Center,
rubber back, values up to 6.95 sq. Leaches Music and T.
F22C
753-7575
Center.
land
Dixie
yd. elsewhere, our price 1.99 sq.
yd. take whole pc. • or anything on
stereo
truck while it lasts. Also stair MAGNAVOX CONSOLE
753month
per
$11.70
-FM
AM
inrunners and hall runner, 27
and T. V.
Music
Leaches
7575.
ches wide, our price .50 cents
Center. F22C
running ft. cash and carry. Center Dixieland
House
Hazel,
Paschall Discount
nap 1961 CHEVROLET pick-up long
Ky. 492-9733
wheel base-Call 753-3178 Fl8P

NEW SHIPMENTS of furniture
BONNE BELL Cosmetics.
Metal base wall and
arriving:
Available Holland Drug Store, on
utility cabinets, 30"x42" metal
F23C
Square.
Court
robes, unfinished dresser, chest,
book shelves, and night stands,
BELTONE FACTORY frest,
and chest combination in
hearing aid batteries for all make desk
Oak and Maple, bunk
walnut,
ITC
Drugs.
hearing aids. Wallis
beds, also trundle beds in Maple
and Oak.
RIDING LAWN mower, used
Two piece living room suite
McBill
hours.
twelve
about
sofa or stationary couch in
with
F19C
Dougal, phone 753-2337.
nylon or vinyl cover. Special-2
CHILDREN'S DRESSES and Car piece suite $129.95. 3-piece
Coats, sizes 12 months to 14 bedroom suite $119.95. Dinettes
years, ky price. Settle-Workman from $29.95 and up. See us for
F23C your carpet needs. 15.5 cubic feet
Company.
repossessed refrigerator at big
discount. Carraway Furniture
and Appliance, 105 North 3rd
F18NC
Street, phone 753-1502.

BirtlidatiSale

HOUSE Pell rent-1 bedrooms-,
Fl8P
1102 Mulberry 753-7765

n
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Johnson
8 Johnson
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ALL WOMEN'S

PANTY
HOSE
That Are Our

Men's Flared
Dress Slacks

For the _fashion
conscious woman
Choose from the many
pastel colors and styles
in sues 7'8 15'16

retail slack helps Big k chop
prices. Assorted solids, stripes
and tattersalt.
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28-38

00

$I33
Lei

Factory Fresh

SPARK
PLUGS

• IP

To Fit Most Car,
•Autobte

Reg. 67'

•
af.bamidon
Lidli1 8

2/s 1 00

Dyn-Sonic
8-Track Solid State
Stereo

9x12

RUGS
iisorted Colors

17

Reg. '24.88 $

1688

;14.
40
uAKE

MOTOR.
OIL

STATE

HAVOIMIE or
QUAKER STATE
10-W-30
In gallon tans

Jot as long as they last

Reg. '2.16

(9313)

BOYS

Shots toll,

Rough 'N Tumble

In Rollie

--SNEAKERS

REG. f1.99

-I

SEE OUR COLEMAN AD
ON PAGE 3

Mog thru Sat.
9.00 • 9J0
•
'

S

Bel-Air Shopping Center

40oday
12:30 61,0*1
Acres of Free Parting

Phone 753.8777
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TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartments. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th Street.
F20C
Phone 753-6609.

BRAND Ni
ceramic ba
hardwood fl
miles S.F. I

TWO BEDROOM trailer for rent.
F20C
Phone 753-6044.

•

GOOD SOLI
used as a di
I itself in a h
(

EFFICIENCY
MODERN
apartment, furnished, newly
decorated, close in, ideal for
couple. 507 N. 4th, phone 7534047.'
F20C

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-2617

2 BEDROO
df"blittiutldil
121. A good

NICE FURNISHED Aparnent.
Private entrance. Close to
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE University, 914 Coldwater Rd.
F2OP
Phone 753-1790.

20 ACRES
Murray on

3 BEDROO
Subdivision
Priced at $

BY OWNER: Four bedroom
brick house, 1612 Loch Lomond
Drive, one block South of
Robertson School on quiet
deadend street. Large paneled
family room, birch kitchen with
built-ins, 1kt baths, central heat
and air, fully carpeted, completely redecorated. Two stall
garage and 25'X30' patio with
brick wall. Reason for selling,
building next door. 0,500. Call
753-7683 for appointment. F19C

ATTENTION BOYS!!
&
LEDGER
....The
TIMES is now taking applications for carrier
routes. In order to update
our files, boys who placed
an application over three
months ago should come to
the office and reapply.
Several routes are now
open and will be filled
immediately.
Apply in person to:

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

..46 ACRE T
29 acres til
„mew home.

Would you like to manage the
finest fabric center in the
Murray area? If you feel
qualified to assist our
customers in selecting the
most beautiful fabrics in the
area for their garments write
us a letter and tell us why you
think we should consider you
to work in our new fabric store
to open soon in downtown
Murray

LARGE W
.on 44 acres
• -ins, dining
.conditioner
.farrowing
-.separately

OXFORD

„.
Sizes 81
2-3/
(Imported) in Block

47
$

. 157 ACRE
. Murrray,
cleared, 20

75 ACRE.:
proximate'
bedroom

We also will need full time
and part-time help.

WILL TRA
in or near

If you feel qualified,
write to:

BUILDIN(
throughou

P.O. BOX 32-V

35 ACRE!
Hwy. 121'
$21,500 pri

MURRAY, KY.

33

• 153 ACRI
hcatomlan
owner.
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NOTICE

(5060)

REG. '2.69

BASEMEN
Shores. Ha:
.dock facilit
portion of I

ammommomommo

Ilull to take the toughest wear'
',Iwo( h. sturdy manmade
k not. Stuff
The k. r thhes4eutiber sole

his*ing eanius4 uppers
nee cushioned innersole
rubber ante

781-Limit 2

L-A-R-G-E
SELECTION

Circulation
I
Manager
N; 4th
L 103 .

WOMENS

MOTOR IL j

DESIRABLI
'Minutes driv

HOUSE,
LARGE
three
bedrooms, family room, two
baths, garage, on two acres, 3'h
miles from city. Call 753-7402.
F23C.

Indoor and Outdoor

Reg, 7.99 V

Tape Player
Reg. 19:88 $
Now %IP

3/$ 1 co 13
-

tar2P Assortment of

PANT
SUITS

A Special Purchase ol an $8.99

Regular

77

LADIES

PERMANENT PRESS

PUFFS

Soft,
absorbent cosmetic cotton
puff ball.
REG. 19`

Limit 4

ATTRACTIN
miles from 1
large kitchei
itorage, car

four bedroom
BY OWNER
frame house. Carpet, drapes, EXTRA NICE one bedroom
electric heat, air conditioned. furnished apartment, It block
Reasonably priced. Phone 753- from University campus. $90.0C
4448 after 4:00p.m.
F20C per month. Couples only. Phone
F22C
753-9135 or 753-4478

006,

ge141

PRACT1CAI
Oty limits of
heat and an
utility room

FURNISHED Apartment, all
utilities furnished $90.00 mon.
F18(
thly-382-2299

THE NEW ONESI

rd Birthday - February 15, 1968 to Februa , 1971
'AVM)
F-62
Caudal Sec*
Dry
&
Steam
CREST
NO
F R BIG SAVINGS
TOOTH PASTE
3rd BIRTHDAY

" BIG K CELEBRATES ITS
pi MURRAY, KENTUCKY'

REAL ESTA1

TRAILER, EXTRA nice, fully
carpeted, two bedrooms, electric
heat, air conditioned, color TV
extra nice furniture. Suitable for
couple and one child. Rent 8100.00
monthly. Reference and deposit
required. Phone 753-7358 after
4:00p.m.
TFC

TWO COMPLETELY furnished
one bedroom apartments with
private living room, bath, and
kitchen for each. Also, furnished
rooms available for college men
or others-with refrigerator,
cooking facilities, and a complete
bath to be shared. Three blocks
from campus, plenty parking
space, and most important
"inexpensive". If you are tired of
paying a high rent and don't want
FROM WALL to wall, no soil at to sacrifice quality call 753-4646.
Flee
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
F20C NICE FURNISHED one and two
21.00 Big K.
bedroom apartments. Located
100S. 13th St., Couples only. May
NOTICE
be seen at Kelley's Pest Control.
Flee

•

PRICES GOOD
THRU MONDA
FEB. 22

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
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NOTICE

Ful

2nd ANNUAL

KENTUCKY LAKE HEREFORD
ASS'N SALE
Murray, Kentucky
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20th
12:00 soon, CST

Home

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

HORNED and POLLED
75 Lots - 85 Head
26 Bulls-most of service age
49females-open and bred heifers, cows 1. calves
Quality Cattle From The Top Herds In
West Kentucky and West Tennessee ltc

1

WArP.FI

-WANTED TE
either a 2 stor
*house with ha
gdOd conditi
preferable,
,highly desiral
lithits of Mumr

18 1971

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ice, hilly
I, electric
color TV
itable for
rit $100.00
d deposit
358 after
TFC

furnished
nits with
mall, and
furnished
lege men
igerator,
complete
ee blocks
parking
nportant
!..e tired of
ion't want
53-4646.
Fl8C

e and two
Located
ally. May
Control.
Fl8C

PRACTICALLY NEW 3 bedroom brick home just West of the
ijty limits of Murray. Has 2 ceramic baths, carpeting, central
heat and air, large kitchen with dining area, family room,
utility room, carport, city water.
ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM Brick home on a 3.4 acre lot, just 3
miles from Murray. Has hardwood floors, 1 L2 ceramic baths,
large kitchen-family room, utility room, outside storage, attic
itorage, carport.
DESIRABLE 2 ACRE WOODED building site, within 5
minutes drive from the city limits. Priced at only $2,800.
4 BEDROOM BRICK home on a beautifully wooded lot that is
approximately one acre in size. Located in the heart of Lynn
Grove. Has city water, air conditioner, carpeting, drapes,
carport. Priced at $19,500.

AUTOS FOR SALE

4BEDROOM HOME OF Brick and Aluminum Siding, situated
on a 2 acre wooded lot near Locust Grove Baptist Church. Has
:4_2-car garage, den with fireplace, sliding glass doors to the
patio, 2 ceramic baths, kitchen built-ins, carpeting.
'3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1620 Catalina. Has central gas
heat and air, 1,,-2 ceramic baths, large utility room, kitchenfamily room, carpeting, drapes, carport. In the city school
&strict.
LIKE NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME on a one acre lot in New
Providence. Den with fireplace, kitchen with built-in range,
oven, and dishwasher, carpeting, two utility rooms, double
t•arport:

lent, all
.00 mon
F18(

THE LARGE FRAME HOUSE in Hazel, located at 4th &
Calloway, needs just a little work to be in first class condition.
Has gas floor furnace, hardwood floors, two fireplaces, large
tudinished attic. Must sell to settle estate.

three
om, two
icries, 3kt
-7402.
FZ3C

LARGE 2 STORY FRAME house, at 4th & Gilbert Street in
el, has 4 bedrooms, enclosed back porch, separate garage,
Large corner lot, natural gas_heat. Full price of only $6,000 and
can behought with a low downpayment.

urnished
nerman
h Street.
F20C

BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM Brick home with central heat,
ceramic bath, garage, kitchen-family room with built-ins,
hardwood floors, large utility room, city water. Located only 2
miles S.E. of city limits.

r for rent.
F20C

GOOD SOLID 2 STORY FRAME housg in Murray. Has been
used as a duplex and can produce enafgh revenue to pay for
itself in a few short years.

IENCY
d, newly
ideal for
e 753-8047 '
F20C

2 BEDROOM STUCCO HOUSE with ;Nees of land and plenty
Ofblitb.undings. Located only 1 mile S.E. of Murray, on Hwy.
121. A good buy at 810,000.

ipaAment.
Close to
water Rd.
F2OP

20 ACRES OF GOOD producing farmland, 6 miles S.E. of
Murray on Collins Road.
3 BEDROOM LAKEFRONT COTTAGE in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision. Has 1,-2 baths, central gas heat, private boat dock.
Priced at $15,800.

bedroom
lei block
us. $90.0C
ly. Phone
F22C

BASEMENT TYPE HOUSE on waterfront lot in Lakeway
Shores. Has bath, fireplace, sliding glass doors, deep lot with
dock facilities. Present facilities can be lived in while the main
portion of the house is under construction.
46 ACRE TRACT OF LAND only 2 miles East of Murray. Has
29 acres tillable, fair frame house, good building sites for a
new home. Priced within the budget.

tTUNITY
1=111111

LARGE WELL CONSTRUCTED 3 BEDROOM BRICK home
.on 44 acres. House has 2 baths, double carport, kitchen builtins, dining 'room, huge family room, baseboard heat, air
conditioner, fireplace. Large metal pole barn, ultra-modern
farrowing house. Home and one acre of land can be bought
-.separately for only $25,000.

nage the
In the
,ou feel
St our
tog the
s in the
its write
why you
ider you
ric store
)wntown

157 ACRE DAIRY FARM, located only 12 miles West of
Murrray, can be bought for only $140 per acre. 90 acres
cleared, 20 acres bottomland. Milking facilities are Grade-A.

ull time

75 ACRES OF GOOD PRODUCING LAND. Located approximately 7 miles from Murray. 60 acres in bottom, 2
bedroom frame home. Financing available.

fied.

WILL TRADE a trailer park for a 2 or 3 bedroom brick home
in or near Murray. Contact us for details.
BUILDING SITES OF many sizes and in numerous locations
throughout the county.
35 ACRE FARM and good 3 bedroom stucco home, located on
Hwy. 121 only Smiles from Murray. Well worth more than the
$21,500 price tag.
153 ACRE FARM with a 2 bedroom frame home. Lots 'of
Ixittornland and lots of good hillside pasture land. Financing by
owner.
TO BUY.....set na!

F
.

TO SELL

lit with as!

Fulton Young Realty
4th & Maple
Phone 753-7333
Home Phones Fulton E Young, 753.4946;
Ishmael Stinson, 7531534
•

WA TED TO RENT

-WANTED TO RENT or lease:
either a 2 story house or a 1 story
..house with basement. Must be in
goOd condition, Large rooms
preferable, with yard space
highly desirable, in or near city
titbits of Murray call 753-8658 or
TFC
• 3-4646

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST: FEMALE black border
Collie. White ring around neck,
white feet and white tip on tail.
Wearing two collars, one leather
and one flea. Answers to name of
Pat. Lost in vicinity of Joe Hal
Thornton's. If found or seen
F20C
phone 753-5795.

THREE bedroom house with
garage apartment and carpenter
shop, located near schools and
hospital. Storm doors and windows, gas heat and extra large
lot. All for less than $15,000.

;1

AARON CHAPMAN is now a
barber at the Curd Barber Shop,
F18P
508 W. Main St.

he memory of ibis
moment lingers forever
in your heart when
your bridal gown is
designed by us.

HELP WANTED

BRIDAL VEILS
candlelight & white
Plenty of illusion
_go with _then _
—HEAD PIECES
for Brides,
Bridesmaids
whites & pastels

EARN AT home addressing
envelopes. Rush stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Peacock
Enterprises, 932-W Ideal Way
iotte, it C. 28203 - • -FRC

lost
2 FEMALE Beagle hounds, black
and white wearing collar with
name and phone number of Ewin
Dick-753-2808
F19P

WANTED: SEOMONE to stay
with elderly gentleman in Benton
Hospital full time. Phone Mr.
James Mitchuson 437-4365 F20C

'AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

WHIMSEY VEILS
for members of the
wedding party.
SHEER 'WIDE BRIM
FLOPPY HATS
whites & pastels
New Shipment
of
Bridal Materials
Silk Organza
Peau de Sole &
Lace Trim

IWCW616301%1306110611631MN

Farm Auction

am quitting row crop farming in order to put full time to my
sale barn and cattle business and will sell at public auction to the
highest bidder the following described personal property

LOCATED: 4 miles west of Murray, Ky. on
Highway 94. Lynn Grove Road
Saturday, Feb. 20, 1971
10 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE

20 HEREFORD COWS
Some with calves, others heavy springers
TRACTORS
1-1968 MF 165 Tractor, Power Steering, Live PTO
1-1968 MF 135 Power Steering, Remote Hydraulic Value
1-1967 Fbrd 600G Tractor, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Shift and Wind Breaker, Diesel, Live PTO
.1-1966 Ford Diesel 4000, Tractor, Power Steering, Live
1 -International Super M Tractor
TRUCKS-TRAILERS
1-1965 Ford Pickup Flat Bed
1 -1962 Chevrolet 2 Door Sedan
1-1958 Ford V-8 '2 Ton Pick-up
1-1957 Ford V-8 I'2 Ton Truck 12 Ft. Bed
1-1956 Ford V-8 2 Ton, 5 Speed w-Elec. 2 Speed and 14 Ft. Ho's
Dump Bed
1-1955 Dodge V-8, 18 Ft. Bed
I.-l954 Chevrolet 3 s Ton Truck, 6 Cyl.
1-1948 Ford 6 Cyl. 13 Ft."Bed
1-12Ft. Tandem Horse Trailer w-Tarpaulin
2-Flat Bed Wagons w-sides, Rubber Tires
1-Flat Bed Wagon Without sides, Rubber Tires
, DISCS
1-MF 8 Ft. Pickup With Wood Drag, 1956 Model.
1-Krouse 10 Ft. Wheel Disc
1-Birch 12 Ft. Wheel Disc w-Wooden Drag
1-Allis Chalmers 13 Ft. Wheel Disc w-Pipe Drag
4-5. Ft. Harrow Sections
PLOWS
1-Ford 4 Bottom, 16 Ft. Plow, Flat Bottom, Break Away,
Mounted
._
I -Ford 3 Bottom, 14 Ft., Mounted Plow w-Sod Mold Boards.
Depth Wheel
1 - Ford 3 Bottom, 14 Ft. Mounted Plow, Flat Bottom,Shear Pin
1 -Ford 3 Bottom, 12 Ft. Mounted Plow, Flat Bottom, Shear Pin
1 -Mounted Massey Ferguson 4 Bottom, 12 Ft. Plow. Flat
'Bottom, Break Away
CULTIVATORS
IMF 4 Row Cultivator, Rear Mounted
I -Ford 2 Row Cultivator, Rear Mounted
1 -Ford- 1 Row Cultivator, Rear Mounted
1-Cole 2 Row Side Dress Attachment I -International Front Mounted 2 Row Cultivator
L-z-4 Row Mounted Rotary Hoe
PLAN 1 citS
1 -John Deere 4 Row Planter
I --John Deere 16 Hole Grain Drill w-Grass Seed Attachment
1-Holland Tobacco Transplanter, 1 Row
COMBINES-SILAGE CHOPPER
1965-300MF Combine w-cab, 11 Ft. Grain Header, 2 Row
Head
1961-300 MF Combine, 13 Ft. Grain Header, Hume Reel. Spike
Tooth, Cylinder
1-Case 5 Ft. Pull Type, PTO, Combine
1 Ghel 1 Rw Corn Silage Chopper
OTHER EQUIPMENT
I -Ford 6 Ft. Belt Driven 3 Pt. Hitch Cycle Mower
/ 1 - New Holland Hay Rake. Rubber Tires, Semi-Mounted Sid
Delivery
1-1968 Model Case 230 Hay Baler
14--Bush Hog No. 306 Mounted w-Tail Wheel
1-8 Row Crop Sprayer
1-John Deere H Manure Spreader
1-Hydraulic Manure Loader for MF 135
1-Mounted Hale-Hone Post Hole Digger
,
2-3 Pt. Hitch Boomers
1-Century Sprayer Pump w-Pressure Regulator
1-Hahn Sprayer Pump 3-Pressure Regulator
1-3 Pt. Hitch Grader Blade
1-PTO Grass Seeder
- 100 Oat Round Steel Tank'.
21-200 Gal. Square Steel Tank
1-180 Gal. Gas Tank for Pick-up w-2 Pumps
1-- Lincoln 225 Amp Ele4ric Welder
BILL DODSON owner
Phones (502i 753-5686 and 753-5334
BECK & RICVORD AUCTION CO.,INC.,SIKESTON,MO
Phone 314-471-4672
LENZIE BECK--KENTUCKY LICENSED AUCTIONEER
Mr. &._ Mrs. Walter Beck, Cashiers
elonxiossisiwevakiwoolsommi.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ROBERTS REALTY your exare
REALTORS,
clusive
members of the MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE and right
now we have several excellent
buys for you to choose from.
Read on if your interested in
owning your own place.

REFINISHING]
1967 CHEVROLET pick-up, long FURNITURE
wheel base, straight shift. All work guaranteed. Free
Free
Outland Seed Company, In- pickup and delivery.
F20C estimate. Antique or natural
dustrial Road.
finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
February 20 NC
1965 PLYMOUTH four door
sedan, power brakes and
steering, air conditioned. One WILL DO babysitting in my
owner. $750.00. Phone 753-1651 home, any age child. By hour,
day or week. Experienced.
days or 753-3924 after 5:00 p.m.
F19C Reasonable rates. Phone 753F18C
6809.
'62 RAMBLER, 37,000 miles,
excellent condition, Must sell. '64 FOR ALL your home alterations,
Ford Station Wagon, 8 cylinder, repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
Hydromatic, red upholstery. old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
F19C
Must sell. Call 753-6476
March 22C
LOST & FOUND

Pedroomir,
Fl8P
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l'AGE ELEVEN

NESBM
FABRIC SHOP
4 miles south of
Murray on 641
Phone 492-8211

FORMAL DINING ROOM is a
feature in this brand new house.
Has three bedrooms, 2 baths,
family room, living room, double
carport, central heat and air,
carpeting and built-in appliances
in spacious kitchen. Less than
$30,000.
ANOTHER BRAND NEW three
bedroom brick has central heat
and air, two baths, built in appliances, garage, family room,
carpeting and nice private lot.
•
Only $25,5007JUST LISTED real neat three
bedroom brick, carpeting,
electric heat, air conditioner,
drapes, outside storage building,
large utility room, paved drive,
carport, also a formal dining
area. Priced to sell at less than
$20,000.
6 ACRES and three bedroom
brick house with central heat and
air, garage, utility, carpeted
living room, large kitchen with
2,00d dining area. Located on
blacktop road.
EXTRA nice house. This 9 room
brick house is one of the best in
Murray. Has two full baths,
central heat and air, carpeting,
lovely fireplace, fenced in yard,
all built-in appliances, draperies,
paved drive, and double garage,
electronic filter and humidifieg
on heating system and many
more extras. Must be seen to
appreciate

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

,. . . , .i,
.1
•
•
.
_ ., .Illii _
s. .
-le
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TUXEDO RENTAL
THREE STYLES ...

,.

Regular Tux - Cutaway
Double Breasted
No need to wait....pick them up the day you order
them! We have a full stock all by AFTER SIX,
Whether you are planning a wedding, formal,
party, or your social events, see us for your
tuxedo.

Come by and see our large selection
of Tuxedos for the Spring-iProm. '
OPEN: 8-8 Weekdays, 8-5 Saturdays

THE COLLEGE SHOP

FOUR BEDROOMS,living room,
two baths, central heat and,
Tt den,
xt-ttestis tra icx ins CA 5-55_s
air, carpeting large utility,
N. 15th. Street Murray, Ky.
double garage with extra storage
space, excess of closets and
Across from the MSU Library
NOTICE
tabinets, built-in appliances in
anything
Phone 753-3242
ASSUME $18.00 a month kitchen and practically
A
want in a house.
payment on small piano- else you could
leaches Music and T. V. in
one feature of this
Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC SHADY LOT is
FOR SALE
lovely four or five bedroom
FOR SALE
large recreation
TAKE OVER payments on en- house. It has
room, three DRUM SET, white pearl, good MOBILE HOME 1971 Atlantic 12
cyclopedias $7.50 month, 1-3 paid, room, den, living
car garage, condition. Must sell. For in- x 60, furnished, shag carpet
2
room,
dining
baths,
also Miracle Maid cook ware
air, two formation phone 753-7222 after throughout, living room 12 x 16,
and
heat
central
$15.00 month, cost $284.00 new,
more 4:00p.m.
many
F2OP front and rear bedrooms, double
so
balance-174.00, 4 months old. fireplaces and
door refrigerator, gas heat,
to see to aphave
you'd
extras
F18C
753-2610
FENDER SOLID State amplifier equipped for washer and dryer,
preciate.
and control cabinet. Still under located in Fox Meadows, has
and If none of these are what your warranty. Phone 753-2863 after skirting, patio, and walk Save
RAILROAD WELDING
wrought iron work. East Maple looking for call us at 753-1651, 5:00p.m.
F20C $200.00 plus 5 percent sales tax.
F20C
762-2506 or 753-9979
Street. across from Murray because we have more, If you
Lumber Co., owned by Don have thought of selling your place WE ARE offering Poulan Chain
Hutson, operated by Bandi. see us today as we need some saws and service at low prices. DON'T merely brighten carpets.
F24C good listings because of our Seaford's Lawn di Garden, .. Blue Lustre them . . no rapid
Phone 753-1933.
resoiling. Rent shampooer $1.
recent sales. Interest rates are Hardin, Kentucky,437about 4412.
March 24C Western Auto, "Home of The
wait
why
so
down
going
ser&
SALES
ELECTROLUX
F20C
Wishing Well."
house you always
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. buying that
Toy
AKC
SALE:
SPECIAL
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- wanted.
emale Pekingese, $40.00. AKC 1951 CHEVROLET pick-up truck,
March 5C
mington, Kentucky.
Roberts Realty, 505 West Main, beautiful white male toy Poodle, flat bed, good motor. Call 753F20C $55.00. Both 10 weeks old. Also 1763, after 530 p.m. Call 753-8362.
Murray, Ky.
STILL ON strike after 10 months.
F20C
Recently
mo-ped.
boys
Teamsters local No. 236.
mirror
seat,
new
overhauled,
a
Paducah, Ky. at the Paschall HAUNTED HOUSE' No. just etc. Good condition. Only $65.00 1970 350 HONDA, with 2 helmets.
stately old mansion as wild as
Truck Lines, Inc. Murray, Ky.
very good condition. 753-4063
Phone 753-4469 after 6:00p.m.
Fl9P your imagination. What a really F20C
F20C
neat home or apartment complex, or offices with antebellum
NOTICE
NOTICE
HUBERT DUNN is now working
atmosphere and for a really cool
at The White Way Barber Shop.
FltIC boutique shop, you must see the
attic. Wild!!! Antique lover's
dream. Price? pocketbook size.
WANTED TO BUY
Phone Edna Knight 753-4910.F20C

-

WANT TO buy ; logs and standmI4
timber. Also have for sale lumber BY OWNER: 75 acre farm,
and sawdust Murray Saw Mill $8500.00. Phone 489-2434 after 4:00
753-4147.
F2OP
and Lumber Co Phone
p.m.
TFC
NOTICE

NOTICE

NEW LOCATION SALE
.23" Color TVs start at 1399"
and .up,, includin 8-year _wo-rate,
picture tube warranty.

TV SERVICE CENTER
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

Phone 753-5865
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BOWLING
STANDINGS
Thursday Couples
Bowling League
TEAM
Pinbusters
Red Birds
Fighting Four
Spares
Ten Pens
ight Owls
Reapers
Odd Balls
The Four "C"s
Rockets
Alley Cats
The West Siders
P. D's
Strikes
L & M's
Misfits
THE TRAIN IN MAINE—Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity members put finishing touches on their entry in the snow sculpture contest held as part of the University of
Maine's winter carnival in Orono.

Thomas ...

_ LETTERS

EDITOR

Hospital Report

Quotes
From The

By United Press International
W .L
59 21
58 22
51 29
49 31
48 32
4436
41 39
41 39
3644
35 45
35 45
35 45
32 48
30 50
25 55
21 55
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WASHINGTON—Senate
Republican Leader Hugh Scott,
explaining that 10 or 15 senators
might skip today's measure and
prolong their Lincoln-Washington
holiday recess:
-Senators hate to come back to
work."

WASHINGTON—President
Nixon at an impromptu news
conference Wednesday:
-1 do not want to suggest that
there are any more concessions
coming from our side to North
Vietnam. We are not going to
make any more concessions. The
High Team Game (SC)
time is for them next to act on the
Spares
761
principles we have laid down."
The Four "C"s
720
Red Birds
711
BASINGST)KE,
England—
Housewife Norma Dillion, after
being arrested and fined for
shoplifting:
"The idea was just to liven
things up a bit, though it seems
ridiculous now."

CARD OF THANKS

Legal Notice

We want to express our clop
appreciation and thanks to every
in Paris for legal description of
person who assisted in the sufCHANCERY LAND SALE
this
property.
dear
our
fering and death of
In the Cause of: Carl Rex
husband, brother and uncle, Polls
Monday, February Vt, lfll
Robinson and wife, Betty.
Duncan in any way during his
Robinson Vs. John Kenwood.
the
and
in
sickness at home
• -At 3:00 o'clock p.m. North Door
Robinson — Docket No. 8883
hospital. Especially to the doc- of Court House in Paris, Ten.
Brown and Guinn
tors, Charles D. Clark and nessee.
Paris, Tennessee
Doold Hughes, all the nurses
77 Acre Farm on Old ParisAttorneys for Complainants
anAntire staff on the second and Murray Road in the 6th Civil
fourth floor, especially the nurses . District of Henry County, TenD. D. Maddox
who worked so faithfully with the nessee.
Huntingdon, Tennessee
little machine, trying to help and' Approximately 30 Acres open
Attorney for Defendant
relieve him to the end.
land. The following buildings are
Churchill
the
Max
H.
We thank
situated on this property: Brick
Owen L. Vaugh4
Funeral Home and staff for their home, stock barn, tobacco barn,
Clerk and Master, as
nice service rendered, thanks to corn crib, and grainery barn, tool
Special Commissioner,
Rev. Layne Shanklin, Rev. Fred shed, chicken house, well house.
Chancery Court,
Crossno and Rev. Paffard Pat- Terms of sale:
CASH—
Henry County, Tennessee.
terson for their good consoling Possession in 60 days.
words, to Johnnie Ramsey's See Owen L. Vaughn, Clerk and
The first atomic bomb was
quartet for the good singing. Master of the Chancery Court of
exploded July 16, 1945, near
Thanks to the donors for the Henry County at the Courthouse Alamogordo, N.M.
beautiful flowers, thanks to our
good friends, neighbors and
relatives for the good food and
help, to the pall bearers for their
service, to those who opened and
closed the grave, his last earthly
resting place. May God richly
bless, comfort and supply your
every need when death and
sorrow comes in your homes.
His wife, Mrs. Leona Duncan
His brothers, Andrew and
Lilburn Duncan
His nieces and nephews.
1TP
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ADULTS 98
help in preparing pension claims, would be a burden on the old NURSERY 10
filing for educational benefits, people. Fulton City schools get
High Team Series (SC)
NEWBORN ADMISSION
appeals and correction of almost three times the tax our
Spares
2122
Mrs The Four "C"s
Baby Girl Parrish
records. A Red Cross Field county schools receive, and their
2040
Sandra
Parrish),
Rt.
2,
Murray
Director is located in the senior citizens are doing alright.
Red Birds
2040
NEW
MADISON, Ohio—
Louisville Regional Office to The reason we keep trying to get
Restaurant owner Eugene
DISMISSALS
further assist them.
this tax passed is because it is
High Team Series (111C)
Simpson, who captured a 15-year- SEARS CLASSIC
William Cole, Rt. I, Murray; Spares
In addition, the American Red needed so badly. We are not
2485
old girl who has robbed a bank ..E.ORT ST. LUCIE, Fla.
Cross is the official-agent in time tr.ytng to cram anything down Mrs. Christine Mitchuson, Rt. 1 Red Birds
'
2343
MISSOU11 COMMfMORATIVt=--The—central partion of and then bargained with her UPI)-7-Sixty-six women golfer5
of disaster and maintains a plan anyone's throat. We are just Hardin; Mrs. Martha Cain, 427 S The Four "C"s
Thomas Hart Benton's mural, Independence and the
2304
armed boyfriend who agreed to will seek first prize money of Opening of the West," is used in this 8-cent postage
for the care of citizens should a trying to do what is right, by the 8th, Murray; Mrs. Nelda
§urrender his gun if they would $10,000--and a mink coat—in
tornado, fire, flood or similar children.
Wiggins, Rt. 2, Murray; Miss
stamp which commemorates the 150th anniversary of
,
High Ind. Game (SC)
free her:
the $60,000 Sears Women's
plight befall Calloway County. When I started to school there Many,44maier,Box 415 Regants Noble Knight
Missouri's admission to the Union. The mural is in the
268
-We said we would and he gave World Classic, Feb. 19-21. '
"All this takes money," con- were no buses, so I walked three Hall I'VM, Murray; Arther Kinel, Lyman Dixon
Harry S Truman library in Independence, Mo
235
us the gun. Boy, he was sure
cluded Mr. Thomas, "and it all miles from age six to fifteen, in 403 N. 1st, Murray; Lanch Norman Chancey
217
surprised. He thought we really
comes from voluntary sources. all kinds of weather, half frozen,' Adams, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Peggy Hendon
217
would let her go."
It is an act of generosity from and sick with colds because of it, Nell Johnson, Rt. 1, Murray;'Joyce Roller
210'
person to person. Red Cross is the but I had a comfortable class Master Keith Tabers, 1619 Kirk- Jean Turner
192
oldest organized philanthropic room when I got there. That's wood, Murray; Dan Stowe, Ly
organization. Its symbol is known more than my children have. Grove; Noel Melton, 907 Vine,
High Ind. Game iliC)
all over the world as one of help, They have every right to ask for Murray; Mrs. Dortha Kirk and Noble Knight
296
hope, and corlipassion. We are more..
Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs. Lyman Dixon
248
now calling on the Calloway
But what, pray tell, does the Euia Emerson, Rt. 2, Paris, Don Stanfill
232
County community to provide for hardships of the dim, dark past Tenn.; Mrs. Debbie O'Dell and Peggy Hendon
254
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
the coming year so that the Red have to do with the present. I Baby Girl, Shady Oaks Trailer
245 stock market opened lower in
Joyce Roller
better
Cross can give more and
can't see the connection. What I Ct. No. 71, Murray; Mrs. Vonnie Jean Turner
243 brisk trading today.
service. Each chapter is just as do see is that the majority of the Hicks, 811 Vine, Murray; Joe
One analyst commented that
good as the community desires ti voters of Calloway County are Wimberly, 210 S. 13th, Murray;
High hid. Series (SCI
the confidence factor is strong
to be, and is willing to support it. unreasonable, selfish tightwads, Mrs. Bernie Miller, Rt. 2, Paul Buchanan
596 on Wall Street even though
We will try to give everyone an who don't give a hoot about the Murray; Roland Crider, 212.N. Noble Knight
592 there are no signs yet that the
opportunity to donate. Please children. If they can take a look 2nd, Murray; Mrs. Ruth Lyman Dixon
584 economy is recovering. He said,
help us make our goal."
at other less prosperous counties Waterfield, 100 N. 12th, Murray; Patsy Neale
550 however, the market could be
named
at
Other workers will be
around here that support decent Leland Elkins, Almo; Mrs. Mildred Hodge
515, vulnerable to a major selloff if
begins
a later date. The drive
schools and a rescue squad and Florence Osborn, New Concord; Joyce Roller
568 the next batch of numbers on
March I.
still not be ashamed of them- Ferd Crowder ( from Copy. Div.).
the economy do not live tip to
selves for having fougnt so bitHigh Ind. Series IFiCi
Administration's
hopes
and
terly against this measly little
Noble Knight
676 predictions.
thirteen cent tax, they are
PROCLAMATION
Paul Buchanan
653
Shortly after the opening, the
completely shamelesS. If a
FFA WEEK-19'71
L. H. Hendon
644 Dow Jones industrial average
person has more property than he
Patsy Neale
631 of 30 selected blue chips showed
WHEREAS, members of the can pay a reasonable amount of
Joyce Roller
613 a loss of 1.78 at 8116.09.
Federal State Market News Peggy Hendon
FFA are playing an outstanding tax on, he has more than he
612
Of the 330 issues crossing the
role in assuring the future should have. I am paying taxes Service
tape, 133 declined, while 84
progress and prosperity of on property in both the county Monday, February 15, Mayfield,
High Averages
gained.
and the city, but I am not paying Ky.
CALLOWAY COUNTY;
Don Alsobrook
191
In
steel group, U.S. Steel
Mayfield
Livestock
Market:
enough.
No
one
else
is
either,
as
WHEREAS, it is vital to our
Norman Chancey
182 dipped ,g to 331s. Bethlehem
well-being that we train skilled long as our county schools Livestock weighed on arrival.
Lyman Dixon
182 tacked on is to 23.
farmers and ranchers to provide remain in their present trondition.
Dan Jones
182 General Motors lost'
.8 to 81%
Cattle this week 182
Jim Neale
a plentiful supply of food
181 in its group. Ford fell L. to
L.
Fones
Calves
this
week
30
Harold
products in years to come and to
. C. Hargrove
180 581 R
Rt. 2 Box 201
COMPARED TO TWO WEEKS Mildred Hodge
train those who will provide
173
In the chemical group, Allied
AGO: Slaughter cows fully 1.00 Marilyn Parks
Murray, Kentucky.
services to the farmer and
168 Chemical surrendered rt to
higher,
slaughter
calves
process and distribute farm
•atsy Neale
162 28. while Monsanto picked
vealers 1.00-2.00 higher, f
products; and
Mary Smith
152 up I R to 39i.5.
steers and heifers 1.50-2.00 Betty Dixon
ONE FOR THE ROAD
151
Penn Central dipped LB tO 6.
WHEREAS, the FFA is
SUNRAY, Tex. (UPI —Roy higher.
Joyce Roller
150 in the rails.
composed of students who are Melton Graves, 20, was injured SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility Kay Lax
150
Among the airlines, UAL Inc.
studying vocational agriculture slightly Sunday when his car 20.50-23.00 with several high Jean Chancey
150 gained 1 1; to 3142, but Pan Am
in the public schools in collided headon with an air- yielding individuals up to 24.00,
eased R to 153,4N American L4
preparation for careers in far- plane.
Cutter 18.75-20.50, Canner 16.00to 27. General Dynamics eased
ming, ranching, and related
Pilot John Henry Goodwin 18.75.
SOVIET ACTIVITY
the aircrafts.
I R to 27% in
fields. In studying the science of landed his plane before dawn SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The Lockheed, however, rose L4 to
agriculture, FFA members are on a landing strip that runs VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs. Pentagon says a Soviet nuclear
1038.
striving to continually improve parallel to the road. At one vealers 45.00-50.50, mixed Good submarine has been sighted in
Litton fell PA to 27,-2 in the
this grett industry for the welfare point the runway and the road and Choice 40.00-45.00, Good Cuban waters, and a Soviet
electronics.
of all citizens; and
almost converge and Goodwin 36.00-40.00, Choice 240-350 lbs. guided
missile
carrier
is
taxied his plane onto the road calves 40.00-45.00, mixed Good operating off the west coast of
Choice
35.00-40.00.
and
WHEREAS, the FFA has in the dark.
Florida.
High
performed the valuable service
Graves said he thought the FEEDER STEERS:
A spokesman said the sub
Choice and Prime 300-400 lbs. was in the vicinity of Cuba, but
of developing leadership, en- plane was a motorcycle.
42.00-45.00, Choice 300-400 lbs. he did not specify where. He
couraging cooperation,
39.00-42.00, 400-500 lbs. 36.00-39.00, said the cruiser was last seen
promoting good citizenship,
Federal State Market News
mixed Good and Choice 300-400 about 200 miles south of Mobile,
teaching modern agricultural
February 18, 1971
Service
LEADER
LLOW THE
lbs. 36.00-39.00, 400-500 lbs. 33.00- Ala., and 200 miles west of St. Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
information, and inspiring
John 36.00, 500-600 lbs. 30.00-33.00,
(UPI)
—
CINCINNATI
members;
patriotism among its
Petersburg, Fla.
Market Report Includes 10
a small Good 300-400 lbs. 33.00-36.00, 400THEREFORE,I, Holmes Ellis, Waugh seethed as
Buying Stations
him
tailgated
car
foreign
500 lbs. 30.011-33.00, 500-600 lbs.
Mayor of the City of Murray,
Receipts: Act. 800 Est. 700
streets 27.00-30.00.
FORMAL ADDRESS
Kentucky, do hereby designate dangerously on the icy
Barrows and Gilts mostly steady
visiting
WASHINGTON
after
home
drove
(UPI)
he
as
—Rep.
FEEDER
HEIFERS:
Choice
the Week of February 20-27, 1971,
Sows 50c lower
friends.
300-500 lbs. 32.00-35.00,500-700 lbs. Cornelius E. Gallagher, D-N.J.,
as
blocks
introducing,
several
legislation
after
Finally
designed
29.00-32.00, mixed Good and
200-240 lbs. $18.75-19.50;
car and got out Choice 300-500 lbs. 29.00-32.00, to stop the flow of "junk" mail, US 1-3
Future Farina of America Week he stopped his
said the San Francisco Suicide US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 819.50-19.75;
to give the driver behind him a Good 300-500 lbs. 26.00-29.00.
Prevention Service recently US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $18.50-18.75;
Given under my hand, this, the piece of his mind.
driver.
received
a piece of such mail US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 818.00-18.50;
other
There was no
From our Lovely Group by
9( h day of February, 1971
Nardis....this dramatic
Sows
4
which began:
He discovered his car had
"Dr. Seim' The Cat in the
lbs.
$17.50-18.00;
270-350
1-2
US
front
"Dear
Mr.
the
Suicide
hooked
accidentally
a
two piece with its own cape
Holmes Ellis,
Hat" will be a new half-hour
300-500 lbs. 815.50-16.50;
to whisk on or off.
bumper of the other car as he show to be based on one of the subscription is one of the best US 1-3
Mayor
450-650
lbs.
$14.50-15.50.
2-3
US
ways
to
benefit the personal
away from notable children's books by
pull
to
backed
up
Murray
of
City
Polished Brass is the accent for the
financial growth of the Suicide
his friend's house
Kentucky
Ted Geld (Dr. Seuss).
buttons and
family."
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale
belt.
Customed tailored of 100% Dacron°
Total head 322
polyester +
compared to last week steady
double knit.
to $3.00 higher.
'DEAR CLIZZ/N'PAA/SY —
Colors of Blue; White;
"SHE'S /N A BURLAP BAG,BECUZ SHE GOT
Geraniumt
AI-I /5 MA/k/N'YO'MAH
US 1-2 36-45 lbs $30.00
ONE MCAT THAT DONE GIVE HE
5,ECH A
(QUIET WHILE TH'
,DOTTER, LIZ ONE-FAULT
ROT rEA., REP-oo -TAY-SHUN, SHE'D B.E
46-55
lbs
1-2
$27.00
US
Sizes 6 to 16.
PACKAGE READS US
YOKUM — TO G/THER
HUMS EF SHE WERE RECK-A -NIZED.'.r"
US 1-2 70-89 lbs $ 21.25
TH'LETTER.TELLIkr
NEW STARTIN LIFE-US 1-2 90-105 lbs. $16.75
W1-IUT'S IN TH'
05-3, 26-35 lbs. $22.25
PA/CKAGE
US-3 46-55 lbs. $23.50_
US-1 _56-69 lbs. $22.0
US-3 70-89 lbs. $18.75
US-3 125-140 lbs. $16.25
US-4 46-55 lbs $10.00
US-4 90-105 lbs. $16.25
rat)
BOARS 26-35 lbs. $22.25
Murray Highway
Mayfield, Ky.
41
C.
Boars 46-55 lbs. $21.00
1
1
•
,`"/"k"1"4:41"114"+++++4447++++++*44++
Boars 125-140 lbs $15 50
(Continued From Page One)
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